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E i q h t y - ͣ f i v e s u. b j e c t s p o s s i b 1 y e >; p o s t? d t o h e r ta i c i d e f o 11 o w i n q
aerial spraying of Tordon 101 and Weedone 2|,4--DF-' and 159 subjects
f rom a ref erent, une; ͣ;pcjbed communi ty were interviewed regardi ng
exposure and health symptoms.,. The a p.ri_c2r:t_ hypotheses that
exposure would be associated with reported worsening of
respiratory Bymptoms and not with a dummy symptom were supported
by the data. The relative risk for respiratory symptoms v^as
t h i r t een . An e; ͣ; p 1 or at or y ana 1 ysi s of responses regarding Z2
symptoms indicated a significant association of exposure with
eight symptomss cough, difficulty breathing, sinus congestion,
runny nose, swollen glands, wheezing, dizziness, and peeling
sk i n „ Ad j ust ment f cdr age, ra.ce, sex, smo! ͣ:; i ng st at us, and
educational attainment did not altesr these findings- Those
exposed subjects reporting a worsening, within a month, of any of
the eight symptoms significantly associated with exposure,
constituted the "reactor" group, Fi:eactors so defined reported
greatesr duration of exposure than the non—reacting exposed
subjects. Reactors tended to be more educated and better
a c q u a i n t e d w i t h the i d en t i t y of the s p r a yed ma t er i a1 t h an t h e
I "I o n -reactor's, T' h e e x t e n t of o v e r - r e p o r ͣ t i n g bias w a s assessed
using dummy symptoms., This study constitutes the first
epidemiological investigation of acute effects of community
exposure to these herbicide? formulations and demonstrates thee
i m p o r t a n c e o f t h i s t y p e o f c o m m u n i t y s u. r v e i 11 a n c e,
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INTRODUCTION
As pesticides move -from the laboratory to real use
situations, it is important to monitor the health of exposed
communities in order to detect unanticipated adverse effects.
The present study is an attempt to document possible acute health
effects arising from aerial application of Tordon 101 and Weedone
2,4-"DP, herbicides found safe in laboratory tests.
In June of 1982, a licensed helicopter pilot, under contract
to the Boise-Cascade Corporation,, applied a mixture of broadleaf
herbicid€?s to a 450-acre timber tract adjacent to the rural
hamlet of Gorgus in Chatham County, North Carolina. (Excerpt of
contract attached. Appendix A.) Within a feew days, several
residents of (Borgus reported to state officials that they were
expgjr i enci ng health problems they considered to be reactions to
the herbicide, including upper respiratory ailments and skin
rash, and that plants in their gardens were'showing signs of
damage. In response to these reports, representatives of the
North Carolina Department of Agriculture visited the area a week
after the spraying and d€?termined that herbicide damage to garden
vegetables was indeed evident (Appendices B and C) . Their
investigation concluded that herbicide had volatilized after
target contact due to hot and humid weather conditions that
followed the spraying (Appendix C). A month later, samples of
vegetables from Gorgus gardens were analyzed and herbicide
contamination was not detected (Appendices D and E).
The   herbicidal  preparations  in  question are% 1)  Dow
Chemical-'s Tordon 101, with active ingredients 4-ami no-3,5;, 6-
trichloropicolinic acid (picloram) and 2,4-dichlorophenoMyacetic
acid (2,4-D), both in the tri i sopropanol amine salt -form, and 2)
Union Carbide-'s Weedone 2,4-DP, with active ingredient 2,4-
di chl orophenoxypropi oni c acid (2,4~DF"' or "di chl orprop " ) as the
butoxyethvl ester. (Eiee Figure 1 for chemical structures and
Appendices F and G for product labels.) These -formulations are
in wid£?spread use as broadleaf herbicides in the maintenance of
rights of way and in agriculture and forest management, for site
preparation, conifer release, timber stand improvement, and weed
control. F-'rincipal users include the U.S. Forest Service, state
and local agencies, utilities, and forest products companies.  \
The three active ingredients, picloram, 2,4-.D, and 2,4~DP,
have similar modes of action. The chemicals are absorbed by
plant roots and foliage, translocated throughout the plant, and
accumulate at sites of active growth. They act as synthetic
auxins, mimicking the activity of the plant growth hormone
indoleacetic  acid and thereby exerting effects on the metabolism
of -DNA,  f^^.lA,,  and protein.   F'lant death apparently results from
I
u n c o n t r o 11 e d p r o 1 i f e r a t i C3 n of s t e m cells.   F-' i c 1 o r am is 10 t o 5 0 *.»
times  more toxic  to most broadleaf species  than  the  phenoKv
herbicides, perhaps due to its resistance to degradation  within
plants (Witt ?< Baumgartner, 1979). ,
iLTi^ir.9Qa]gDta]^_hate_~-_.E'i.?;iQ':"§'''' i
Picloram  is  considered a persistent  herbicide,  exerting
continued  herbicidal  activity as  long  as  five  years  after
application   (Burnside,  1971).   Disappearance from the site o+
Figure 1;  Chemical Structures of Pi cl cram, 2|,4-D,
and 2,4-DP (Acid Forms)
Cl        ^N       ^C
4•• ͣ-Am i n o -3, 5, 6--T'i- i c |-i 1C3r- op i c o 1 i n i c   Acid    (P i c 1 or am)
OCH2C(30H
2, 4"-Di choropherioxyaceti c   Aci d    <25 4-D)
COOH
H3-nr
, 4 - D i c h 1 o r C3 p h e n o >; y p r o p i o n i c   A c i d    (2, 4 - D P)
application occurs primarily by microbial degradation,
photolysis, and leaching (NRCC, 1974§ Merkle, 1967; Scifres,
1969). Chemical decomposition is negligible. Its persistence in
soils is determined by conditions of temperature, moisture,
organic content,, acidity, and ultraviolet radiation (NRCC, 1974;
Merkle, 19675 Scifres, 19673 Bovey, 1969; Byers, 1971). In the
conditions of the southeastern U.S,, picloram is moderately
persistent with a half-life of several months (NRCC, 1974).
Photo-degradation occurs on leaves and soil exposed to sunlight.
Microbial degradation occurs predominantly in the first two feet
of soil. An equilibrium between soil and vegetation is
established within a few weeks of application (Getsendamer, et
sili.!" 1969). Within a month, levels of picloram on vegetation
have betsn reported to decrease by 85 to 90 percent (Scifres,
1971p Hoffman, 1972). E^ecause the amine salt is highly water
soluble and sorption onto soil particlejs is low, leaching from
the target site is common. Green and Goodin (.197'2) reported that
at a site where picloram was aerial1y.applied at a rate of two to
four pounds per acre, runoff water collected two months after
app1i cat i on contai ned over 5 ppm. At 22.5 months, the 1evel i n
runoff water was 2 to 4 ppb. In a study of a Nebraska site that
had received two pounds per acre, samples of water taken at
depths of up to fifteen feet over a 38 month monitoring period
can tained 1 eve 1 s of p i c 1 or am rang i ng f r om undetectable t cj 400 p p b
(Wicks S< Fenster, 1973). The amine salt of picloram is of low
volatility; potential for vaporization from the target site is
c. Dn 5 i d er ed rrr i n i ma 1 „
2,4-D is considered to be of low persistence. As in the
case of piclOram, its persistence in soils is strongly influenced
by temperature, moisture, organic conttent, and acidity. The
half-life of 2,4-D in soil varies from several days to two weeks;
in the conditions of the southeastern U.S., its half-life would
be e;;pected to fall at the lower end of this range. On
vegetables, its half-life has been reported to range from one to
three weeks, depending on geographic location, climatic
conditions, vegetation type and application technique, iDxygen,
acidity, ultraviolet radiation, and temperature in-fluence the
half-life of 2,4~D in water; the half-life in water ranges from
several days to several months. The amine salt form of 2,4~D is
highly water soluble, and thus 1 teaching from the sprayed site
into surface and ground water occurs. The amine salt is
considered to be of very low volatility, and therefore the
potential for va\pDr i zati on from the target site is believed to be
m i n i m a 1 (U. S. E n v i r C3 n m e n t a 1 P r o t e c t i o n A g e n c y, 19 3 0; W e e d
Science Society, 1983).
No studies of the environmental fate of the 2,4-DF-'
buto;-;yethyl ester were located. Norris (1969) suggests that our
knowlege of thee behavior of 2,4-D provides a reasonable basis for
piredi ct i on of tlie behavi or of 2,, 4-DF", because of their chemi ca 1
similarity, Kostowska and Sadowski (1975) reported that
persistence of 2,4-DP was low and similar to that of 2,4-0.
Since the tautoxy ethyl ester (the form of 2,4-DP in Weedone  2,4-
DP) is less water soluble than the amine salts (the form of the
active inL3redients in Tor don 101), leaching into surface and
ground water should be less eKtensive. On the other hand,
although the 2., 4-DF' butojcethyl ester is not as volatile as other
esters, it is more volatile than the salts and therefore has a
g r e a t e r pot en t i a1 t o vap or i z e (Emer son, p er son a1 communication,
19 8 6) » T' hi e la b e 1 f o r t h e W e e d o n e 2,4- D P f o r m u 1 a t i o n (Append i ;•;
B) carries a precautionary statement: "Under very high
temperatures vapors from this product may injure susceptible
plants in the immesdiate vicinity,, " .    !
E!ll§!l!l!§£9liiDg:ti5^S_:rz:_!:i!i£l9!lsm ͣ
Nolan  (1934)  studied the pharmacokinetics of  picloram  in
flia 1 e VD1 un t eer s   who wer e   admi n i ster ed, at two week intervals, 0-5
or  5  mg/kg picloram orally or   2 mg/kq dermally.   The  ingested
dose was rapidly absorbed across the gut wall,  with a t    of 20
1/2
mi nutes.   The ha 1 f -1 i f e -f or e 1 i mi na.t i on of the ingested dose was
0,. 5 h o u. r , w i t h o v e r '? 0 % r e c o v e r e d i n 7 2   h a u r s = - .0 e r m a 1 a b s o r p t i o n
was slower,  with a t    of 12 hours„   Of the dermal dose,  ohiy
0,2X was absorbed „   Efecause of its polar nature,  picloram  does
not  bioaccumulate in mammals.   No metabolites of picloram  have
b e e n  r e p o r t e d i n m a m m a1s»   EPA d oes n o t c on sid er   the met ab o1i s m
of picloram well understood and has required a metabolic study to
suppor t  r e-r eg i st r at i on  of  p i c 1 or am    (0f f i ce  of   Pest i c i de
f-'rograms, EPA, 1985).
Eb§CLD§E9liiQetics_.-:-_2jL4::D
Chlorophenoxy  compounds are   absorbed across the gut  wal
lung, and skin (Morgan, 1982).  Due to its polar character, 2,4-D
does   not  bi oaccumul ate.    In  a  study  o-f  human  volunteers
administered 5 mg/kg orally,  the ingested dose was absorbed by a
first order rate process,,  with a t    of 11.7 hours  (Sauerhoffj
1/2
et al_«_,  19'77) „   Almost all of the absorbed dose was excreted in
the  urine,  with S2X excreted unchanged and 13% as a  conjugate.
Nash,  et  al.ji.,  (1981) reported a half-life for  elimination  in
agricultural workers eewposed to 2,4-D of 35 to 43 hours.      , |
No studies of the absorption, metabol i spTi, and elimination of
the  2,4-DP  butoxyethyl  ester could be located..   It  has  been
assumed that,  due to their chemical similarity, 2,4-DP and 2,4-D
are handled similarly by the human body.    (See, §.3^^, Libich, et
Sii.?  1984.)   Data  from agricultural workers exposed  to  2,4-D
amine  salt  and  2,4-DP (form  unspecified)  do  indeed  suggt^st
similar  patterns of absorption.,  metabolism (lack thereof),  and
e 1 i m i n a t i o n   (L i ta i c h ,  e t a 1. ,  1984.)  B e cause the  b u t o x y e t h v' 1
e s t e r i s 1 e s s p o 1 a r ,  up t a k e 11"! r o u g h t h e 1 u n q s and s k in s h o u 1 d b e
higher than for the amine salts. ,|
ͣ ' ͣ  ' ͣͣ' ͣͣ   . i '
6£yt.§_l9Jiiciti^_in_An3^mal^s_-;~_Pi cl^gr j
f^'icloram   is  considered to  be  of  low  acute   toxicity
(Erickson,  et  al,..,  1970). The  LD~50's for  various  animal
models,  ranging from 750 mg/kg to 8200 mg/kg, m-fs   shown in Table
1.   For comparison,  the LD~50 of aspirin is 1200 mg/kg and th.^^
of table salt is 3320 mg/kg  (Weed Science Society, 1974),   Some
i
I
of  the  variability in values is due to the fact that  differe^^
formulations  were tested.   Nonetheless,  there is  considerable
£)
Table 1. Oral LD  's of Picloram in Various Animal Models
50
Ani mal LDrSO imq/kql
Rats 2900 -- 8200
Mice 1500 -- 4000
Mallard 2000
Rabbit 2000
Guinea Pi 9 1900 -- 3000
Sheep 1000
Cattle 750
Sources  Lynn, 1965
inter-species variation, with higher order species having greater
sensitivity than lower order species.
The physiological e-ffect o-f acute dosing in rats was studied
by Thompson gt al..., (1972). At autopsy, female rats fed 1000
mq/ka/day for up to ten days showed gastric mucosal hemorrhages,
early pnesumonia.;, congested and enlarged adrenals, and fatty
enlarged liver. In a study of sheep fed acute oral doses of '720
mg/kg Tor don 22K (25"/. picloram salt), there were no signs of
tonicity (Dow, 1983),. When Tor don 101 was tested, however, at a
level of 127 mg/kg picloram and 465 mg/kg 2,4-D, sheep became
sick in three hours and died within three days. Symptoms
i n c 1 u d e (d w e a k n e s s, 1 a c k o f c o o r d i n a t i o n, a b d o m i n a 1 p a i n a n d
extensive hemorrhaging throughout the small intestine. A
comparison of dosage levels in the two sheep studies suggests
that either 2,4-D alone or synergism in the^ esffects of 2,4-D and
picloram was responsible for the observed toxicity in the  latter
study. . i
I.
- - In  a  sub-chronic  fnseding, study,  rats  were  fed
picloram at levels of 0, • 15, 50, 150, '-'300, and 500 mg/kg/day for
t h i r t e e n w e e k s (D o w, 19 8 3) . .8 o d y w e? i g h t, f o o d c o n s u m p t i cd n ,
sur V i Va 1 , en :•: yme 1 eve 1 s, h emat o 1 og y, an d urinalysis were
comparable to controls. In rats fed more than 50 mg/kg/day,
there was a. dose dependent increase in re?la.tivG? liver weight and,
in those fed more than 150 mg/kg/day, there was an increase? in
kidney weight. Histological examination of numerous tissue types
revealed changes in the liver only in rats fed the thres? highest
dose  levels.   A study of male rats fed a diet  contain!nq  O.IX
pi cl Oram (50-75 mg/kg/day) also noted 1 i VE?r and kidney e-f-fects
(Suschetet ?< Causeret, 1973), In addition, an increase in
relative testes weight was observed but. this may have been a
reflection oi   total weight reduction. I
Dogs show signs of tonicity at low dose levels. Dogs ars
qenerally more sensitive to organic acid forms of herbicides than
are rats,, ape?s, or man duE? to a slower renal clearance o-f organic
acids (Hook, gt al_._, 1976). A si;;-month feeding study in which
taeag 1 es wer e f ed p i c 1 or am i n doses of 0, 7, 35, or 1 '75 mg / kg /day
found that those receiving the highest dose level e;-;peri enced
decreaseed body weight, decreased -^-ood consumption, decreased
alanine transaminase, increased alkaline phosphatase, and
increased liver weight <Ja.ckson, 1966). Males receiving the
intermediate dose level showed an increase in liver weight.    I
A 13-week feeding study of mice fed 0, 1000, 1400, or 2000
mg/kg/day found effects at all dose levels (Dow, 1983). Females
r e c e i v i n g  t li e h i g h e s t dose s h o wed s i g n i f i c a n t w e i g fi t  r e d u c t i o n .
S e r u rn  a 1 k a 1 i n e  p h o s p) h a t a s e 1 e v els were red u c e d in  all  g r o u p s.
ͣ1
Liver weights v^^ere significantly increased in females at all dose
levels; there also were dose-rel at6?d morphological alterations in
htepatocytes in -females at all dose levels and in males receiving
the two highest dosages. In another study of mice, 32~day
treatments o-f up to 3000 mg/kg/day resulted in no observed effect
in those recei-ving 1000 mg/kg/day or less, while those receivinq
3000 mg/kg/day showed e-ffects on the 1 i-ver and gastric mucosa
(Dow, 1983)„ 1
In several tests o-f dermal toxicity in the rabbit, no signs
of systemic toKicity were noted.   Dermal effects included slight
8
redness, swelling, and superficial necrosis (Lynn, 1965).
Following application of undiluted picloram acid to the rabbit
eye, there was slight to moderate conjunctival irritation and
very slight and transient 'zarneal   response (Lynn, 1965).
Acute inhalation toxicity was low in the one species
test ad» Rats exposed to air saturated with either Tor don 221< or
Tordon 101 for seven hours showed no to;-;ic response when observed
during the two weeks fallowing exposure (Lynn, 1965)»- ͣ  • ^1
E;F-'A has dete^rmi ned that data on acute inhalation testing in
the rat, acute oral testing in the rat, and acute dermal testing
in the rabbit are inadequate and additional data must be
submitted to support re-registration of picloram (Office of
Pesticide Pr o q r a in s, 19 8 5) .
£!£yt§_l9SiiElti:_i.n_AQi.mal,s
Pure 2,4--D is considered to be of moderate acute toxicity
(Erickson, et ai.i., 1970). The L.D-50 of 2,4-D in mammals ranges
from 100-1000 mg/kg body weight (Hill & Carlisle, 1947), At
dosage levels not causing immediate death, most species exhibit
lack of coordination, stiffness in the extre^mi t i es, lethargy and
depression, stupor, and, finally, coma (Hill ?/ Carlisle, 1947).
In mic£5, myotonia and dilatation of i:he blood vessels of the
lungs, liver, and kidneys have been observed (Bucher, 1946), In
rats and guinea pigs, lethal doses of 2,4~D have caused
congestion of the viscera and swelling of the proximal convoluted
t u. b u 1 e s o f t h e k i d n e y (Hill «< Carlisle, 194 7) . Male r a t s
receiving subcutaneous injections of 100 mg/kg experienced weight
loss (Florsheim i<   Velcoff,  1962),   Dogs become ataxic six hours
after a lethal dose and progress to spasm, accompanied by hepatic
congestion and pneumonia (Drill ?< Hiratzka, 1953)., In dogs,
anore>;ia, weight loss, myotonia, and liver damage also occur.
Acute doses of 2,4-D in sheep, cattle, and chickens result in
hemorrhagic gastroenteritis and fatty degeneration of the liver,
spleen, kidneys and heart <Bjorn ?< Northen, 1948; Palmer ?<
Radeleff, 1964). Cows also exhibit rumen stasis and excess
salivation (McLellan, 1964). Asthenia, dyspnea, paralysis, and
intense reaction to light have been observed in sheep
(Shavgul i dze, et al_j^, 1976). Subacute doses have been shown to
cause increased mortality, growth retardation, liver and kidn6?y
enlargement, and anorexia in a variety of species (McLellan,
1964; Shavgul i dze, et al, 1976). Dogs given 20 mg/kg of 2,4--D
for periods ranging from 18 to 49 days exhibited a terminal fall
in lymphocyte count (Drill i<   Hiratzka, 1953). |
A£yte_TQxic.i ty_in_Animal 5_;;:-_2j_4        .     ,
2,4--Df-' is of moderate acute toxicity in mammals. The acute
oral LD-50 is 400 mg/kq in mice, 500-£300 mg/kg in rats, and 6.00
mg/kg in guinea pigs. In rats fed 2, 4--DP for 90 days, no effect
was observed at 12.4 mg/kg/day and slight liver enlargement was
noted at 50 mg/kg/day. In a chronic feeding study of rats, Ragan
(1983) reported increased serum glucosephosphate aldolase,
decreased adrenal ascorbic acid, increased weight coefficients
for liver and adrenals, and extended estrual cycle phases.      r
The dermal LD-50 in mice and rats is 1400-1900 mqn q
(NIOSH, 1979; Kagan, et al_^, 1983). A 2.4% solution was not
found  to irritate the skin  (NIOSH,  1979).   A 1% solution  was
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non-irritating to the eye»  (MIDSH, 197'9)
Kaqan (1983) reported the results of inhalation studies in
the rat» The threshold for toxicity in acute tests was 500
mq/m , and 25 mg/m in chronic tests. Rats inhaling 25-50 mg/m
showed increased lervels o-f ami nopyri dine demethylase and aniline
hydroxylase in the liver-. At 100 mg/m , serum aspartate
aminotransferase was stimulated and blood glucose 6-phosphate
dehydrogenase was inhibited.
B£yte_Tgxicity_in_HumanB_--_Plclgra(3]
No  studies  of acute toxicity of picioram  in  humans  were
located,:   The EPA manual Recognitlgn and Management of Pesti.ci_de
E!9i§*2DiD9i  (Morgan,  1982) states that picioram is "irritating to
the skin,  6?yes,,  and respiratory tract."  From 1966 to 1980;, the
Health Eff€?cts Branch of the Office of F-'esticide Programs at  F£F-'A
maintained  a  F-esticide Incident Monitoring  System  (PIMS) .   A
search  of  the  PIMS  files of unconfirmeed  reports  of  adverse
e f f e c t s  o n  h e a 11 h  o r  the  e n v i r o r-i m e n t  y i e 1 (d e d  48  i n c i d e n t ͣ ?
in'volving  picioram   (F-lealth  friffects  Branch,,  1930a).  Of  tri':'
incidents involving picioram alone (not in combination with otlic-f
her b i c i des) ,  seven  en t a i 1 ed  a 11 eg ed h ea 11 h effects  i n  h um a n ͣ=^
involving nine persons.   Four of the incide^nts were agriculture
related,,  two  occurred at home,  and one resulted from  roadsi.p.'
exposure.   One  person was hospitalized and the remaining eiL,ti*-
received medical attention.   The symptoms reported were  burninvj
eyes and nose,  swollen eyes and face,  nausea,  fever, heada'-h-t.
I-
and  body  pain.   Lawsuits  have been filed throughout  the U.j.
a 11 egi r-ig  that exposure to Tordon (Dow ͣ- s tr• ademar• k for  pi c 1 oran»-
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containing •formulations) has caused a variety of ailments,
including swollen joints, headaches, respiratory and eye
problems, kidney damage, H3nlarged livers,, and fatigue (Schneider,
1983; Nauss, 1982; Network News Inc., 1982). ,      _    :
F^esi dents of a community in Alabama have sHpreBBsd concern
that picloram enposure led to the death of a seven-year-old boy
(Sijity Minutes Transcript, 1983). The boy died from an apparent
seizure that followed his eating an apple thought to have been
contaminated with herbicide. Alabama's Pesticide Residue Labora¬
tory found no detectable^ quantities of herbicide in tissue
samples (Morgan, 1982; Santina, 1982). The pathologist who
conducted an autopsy of the child reported that the only
significant finding was edema of the brain, subcutaneous tissue,
and the lung, and concluded that "within reasonable medical
p r o b a billt y, t his c h i1d suc c umb ed t o c ar d i ac asystole and ap n ea
due to epilepsy"  (Santina, 1982). . j
6£yte_Tg;jicity_gf _2j_4~D_~-_Human_St '
Under the Pesticide Incident Monitoring System (PIMS) , EF-'A
has received voluntary reports of 138 incidents involving human
health effects allegedly associated with exposure to 2,4~D alone
(Health Effects Branch, 1980b). Of these, one involved a
fatality, IS involved hospitalizations, and 92 were medical
c on su11 at i on s. Un c on f i r med symp t oms i n c1ud ed s b ur ni n g sen sation
in the nose, mouth, throat, and chest (7 cases); difficulty
breathing and unspecified respiratory problems (5 cases -••- one
with chest x-ray showing lung irritation); allergic
nasopharyngitis  (1),   wheezing  (1);   worsening  of   existing
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pulmonary restrictive and obstructive disease (1); nausea and
vomitting (10); abdominal swelling (2); diarrhea (3); skin
irritation (16); eye irritation (3); headache (4); -fever (1);
weakness (1); numbness, muscle tremors and spasms, and pteripheral
neuropathy (5); dizziness and 1 i ght-headedness (13); loss o-f
speech control (1); depression (1); drowsiness (1); and cerebral
edema causing death (1), !
Several investigations of deaths associated with 2,4-0
e?;-;posure have been published™ Following ingestion of an
undetermined quantity of pure 2,4-D, an elderly man with senile
dementia went into a coma, showing signs of myotonia. He died
si::-; days later, pressumably as a direct result of atrial
fibrillation induced hiy muscle irritability (Dudley i< Thapar,
1972)„ Autopsy revealed widespread plaques of acute demyelina-
tion in all parts of the brain. In the suicide of a 23~-year~ol d
following ingestion of at least 80 mg/kg '2,4-D, all organs
e::-(hibited acute congestion (Nielsen, et aJ„ ,, 1965). Ganglion
cells of the central nervous system showed severe degenerative
changes. ' ͣͣ
Occupational exposure to 2,4-.D has resulted in reported
adverse health effects. Workers involved in the manufacture of
2,4-.D reported anorexia and gastralgia, increased salivation, a
sweet taste in the mouth, a drunken feeling, heaviness of the
legs, hyperacusia, and somnolence (Assouly, 1951). Agricultural
workers experienced the following symptoms following spraying of
2,4-Ds vomiting, diarrhea, fever, muscular weakness, tachycardia
and  hyperthermia  (Monarca ?. DiVito,  1961;  F'aggiaro,  et  al.^.
1974; Todd, 1962). In the cases o-f two o-f these workers, there
were neurological symptoms; lasting up to two years, including
loss o-f deep-tendon reflexes and paralysis of leg muscles.
Another occupational cohort reportedly experienced -fatigue,
head^iche., loss o-f appetite, loss of sense of taste and smell, and
pains in the area of the stomach and liver <Fetisor, 1966).
Examination of 292 workers exposed to 2,4-0 ester and acid
for up to ten years revealed that almost two thirds experiencsed
excessive weakness, fatigue, headache or vertigo (Bashiro'v,
1965). One fifth had cardiovascular problems, particularly
h-ypotension and bradycardia, and digestive disturbances including
dyspeptic symptoms and gastritis- Liver dysfunction was found to
be more se'vere with longer exposure. Another study notesd
increased blood cholesterol in workers involved in 2,4~-D
manufacture (Lukoshkira, et a.l.., 1970). The investigators also
reported decreased serum albumin levels, increased globulins,
decreased blood sugar levels and altered glucose tolerance. No
"meaningful" differences were found in the health profile?s of
workers exposed to 2,4-D compared to 4600 unexposed men
<Johnson, 1971). I
In a. clinical trial, six volunteers were gi-ven a single oral
dose of 5 mg/kg of pure 2,4~D. Mo adverse effects were noted
(Kohli, et §1^, 1974). Blood pressure, pulse rate, hemoglobin
content and white cell counts were unchanged. No adverse effects
were noted in a person who had ingested 8 mg/kg/day 2,4-D for
three weeks (Mitchell, et al., 1946),
I.)
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No published reports of acute toxicity in humans could be
located- EPA's Pesticide Information Monitoring System has not
been sorted by 2,4-DP and, thus, information on incidents
involving  this  herbicide  is  not  accessible  (Boland,  1986)»
I ibich (1984) has suggested that the toxicity of 2,4-DP in humans
ͣ':  .    . .  ,  ͣ ,     ͣ  ͣ       I . ͣ
is likely to resemble that of 2,4-D. i
- . i
;2tudy_gbiecti_ye_and_ABE)reach •        j
Prompted by a few isolated reports of health effects among
the residents of (Borgus after the spraying incident, the present
study sought to obtain information on the experience of the
entire community in a systematic manner, using a retrospective
cohort design- In the absence of exposure measurements and
medical records, interviews were conducted to evaluate exposure
and hea11 h outcomes = Residents of Gorgus and visitors to the
area at the time of the spraying were interviewed regarding their
recollection of events at the time of and following the sprayinq.
For comparison, residents of an unexposed referent community were
i n t e r v i bwed r eq ar d i n g their health ex p er i en c e over the same 11me
period  to obtain an estimate of the base?line profile of symptoms
(technically,   the  expected  incidenice  of  symptom  onset   or
aggravation over the study period). |
Information was sought on a large number of symptoms for
thoroughness and assessment of over-reporting. Because of
concern over the statistical aspects of multiple testing, oru^
type of symptom was singled out to be tested for association with
xposure?  first,  and  the  rest were tested  in  an  exploratory
15 I
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analysis™   Respiratory  symptoms were of particular interest  in
light of the following facts:
1) Some of the initial complaints by Gorgus residents
related to respiratory symptoms»
2) Some inhalatory OKposure is known to have occurred
because residents reported chemical odor in the air.
3) Animal data on the respiratory effects of these
hertaiciders is scant and largely negative.
4) EPA's Pesticide Incident Monitoring System has received
numerous re^ports alleging respiratory problems resulting from
exposure to pheno;;y compounds and picloram.
1 ͣͣ
5) Pesiticide poisoning manuals list phenoKy compounds and |
picloram as respiratory irritants. i
6) No epidemiological studies of the respiratory effects of
these herbicid£?s have been published.
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The community of Gorgus lies adjacent to the Boise Cascade
timber tract. It is a predominantly black rural hamlet of 1es
than 100 residents, most of whom are related by either blood
marriage to a couple who settled in the area in the 1840''s. Thi
quiet, somewhat isolated community occupies roughly 1000 acres,
bounded on three sides by county roads 1954, 1955, and 1956, and
on the fourth by the convergence of the Deep and Rocky Rivers.
The mostly forested and rugged land is used to a limited extent
to cultivate cash crops — corn and tobacco — and vegetables for
home consumption, and for raising cows, goats and chickens. The
economic status of the households ranges from low to middle
income, and is reflected in the mixture of dilapidated and well-
maintained homes. The black residents are a closely-knit group
with a strong sense of community and a combination of traditional
and progressive values.' The dominant social structur-e is the
community church. The elderly remain at home and are cared for;
many of the young never leave, although high educational
achievement is encouraged and a large proportion of the young
attend college. .
The  community of Gum Springs,  two miles from  Gorgus,  was
selected to be the referent, unenposed group.  Conversations with
key community contacts and on-site observation indicated that th
communities were demographical1y and socio-economical 1 y  similar.
The  proximity of the communities ensured geographic control  and
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similar employment opportunities. It also simplified the task of
coordinating interview schedules. A difference between the
communities was an advantage? from the design perspective; the
boundaries of Gum Springs are less discreetly defined than in
Gorgus, allowing recruitment of subjects on the periphery until
the desired exposed:unexposed ratio (l33) was achieved.
Sist^ GQliecti.on
A questionnaire was developed to obtain information on
demographic and socio-economic variables, occupational and
medical history, health status and frequency of selected
symptoms, exposure, and attitudes regarding pesticides and the
incident. i'The results of the attitude survey are not discussed
in this report.) It was pilot-tested on three individuals from a
similar neighborhood in the Rougemont area north of Durham and on
one person (the key contact) from Gorgus. The questionnaire was
modified following the pilot tests and the final version is
attached (Appendix H).
Key contacts in Gorgus and Gum Springs were consulted for
purposes of mapping and' enumerating the households in each
community,, The phone number and location of each household and
the name and approximate age of each household member were
solicited. The key contacts agreed to announce and endorse this
"environmental health study" at church and other social occasions
and to encourage participation, ,
F"ive interviewers were hired and trained using role-playing
techniques. Interviews were conducted over a two-week period in
August  1983.   For  households with a telephone,  subjects  were
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5contacted by telephone and, if the subject consented, a
convenient time was arranged -for an interviewer to meet with
him/her at home. Interviewers were randomly assigned, 1-f the
subject was under 12 years o-f age, a parent or guardian wa
interviewed, and a shortened form of the queist i onnai re was used,
omitting the attitude survey and questions relating to
occupation, education, marital status, and smoking habits. If
the subject was between ages 12 and IS, the attitude survey was
omitted. If the subject was ill, a care-giver was interviewed,,
and the attitude survey was omitted. Mame^s and phone numbers of
all visitors to Gorgus around the time of tht? spraying were
solicited from Gorgus residents during the interview and, upon
completion of the on-location interviews, a list of visitors was
compiled. Over the ne;;t two months, attempts were made to
c o n t a c t b y t e 1 e p I "i o n e a 11 t h o s e v i s i t o r s f o r w h o m per m i s s i o n t o
contact had been given by the Gorgus resident visited. An
a bridge d v e r s i o n o f t h e q u e s t i o n n a ire w a. s u s e d i n t h e tele p h o n e
interviews; only information on age?, r-a.c:ef' sex, occupation,
r e q u 1 a. r i t y o f m e d i c a 1 c h e c t:: - u p s, p e r c e i v e d r o u t e o f e x p o s u r f?,
time spent in Gorgus, and the full symptoms profile was sought.
Keypunching  of the coded data,  editting,  and  verificatio
were  performed  by  personnel at the North Carolina  Center  for
Health Statistics.
/,'. ͣͣͣͣ ͣ  ͣͣ . -I
Anal_Ysi_s • I
First,  the distributions of various demographic  attribute-:::
in the exposed and unexposed groups were compared, i
Next, the a p.ri_gri hypotheses thats j
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1) a significantly larger proportion of the exposed
group will report an aggravation of respiratory symptoms during
the study period than in the unexposed group,
and, 2) the proportion of the exposed group reporting
aggravation of a dummy symptom, fingernails breaking, will not be
statistically significantly larger than in the unexposed group,
were tested. Crude analyses were performed using the logit risk
ratio estimator, with precision-based confidence intervals
(Kleinbaum, Kupper, 'k Morgenstern, 1982). Fi sherds exact one-
tailed test was used to assess significance of the crude risk
ratios (Kendall &. Btuart, 1979). The required level of
significance was selected to be 0.025. Stratified analyses
incorporating the control variables (age, sex, race, smoking
status, and educational attainment) one at a time were performed
to assess interaction and confounding. The TFREG) procedure?,
available in SAS, was used. This procedure produces a 2 X 2 E—D
table for each level of the control variable and computes chi-
square  tests  and  measures  of association  within  and  across
s t r a t a.   T h e  B r e s 1 o w - Day test for h o m o g e^ ri e i t y o f  the  s t r a t u f ri.....
specific odds ratios was used to assess interaction (Breslow and
Day,   1980).    Where  interaction  was  not  considered  to  be
significant,  confounding  wa;5 assessed by comparing the?  Mantel.....
Haensse 1 ad j ust.ed r i sk rat i o to the crude r i s:-k ratio (K1 ei nbau,in,
Kupper, and Morgenstern, 1932). The Mantel-Haenszel estimator
was selected due to the large number of zero cells in the
s t r a. t i f i e d a n a 1 y s e s. T h e C o c h ran- M a n t e 1 - H a e n s z e 1 g e n e r a 1
associ at i on stat i st i c was used to te^'st significance of the
adjusted relative risks (Cochran, 1954|i Mantel & Haenszel, 1959;
Mantel, 1963).  Test-based confidence intervals were used for the
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adjusted relative risk estimates, due to the abundance o-f zero
cells in the stratified analyses (Kleinbaum, Kupper, and
Morqenstern, 1982).
After the hypothesis-testing phase of analysis, an
e;;pl oratory analysis was conducted. Association of worsening of
e a c h o + t h e 3 2 5 y rn p t o m s w i t h e ; ͣ; p o s u r e status was investigated,
using the TFF-ilED procedure,, as above. I
. Those persons reporting a worsening of any of the symptoms
significantly associated with exposure within a month of the
incident were defineed as "reactors". The reactors were
characterized according to severity and persistence of symptoms,
timing of onset, previous health status, and whether a doctor was
c on su 11 ed . F i n a 11 y, r ibb.c: tors wer e c omp ar ed with n on -reactors in
the eKposed group with respect to a variety of characteristics
including age, smoking, SES indices, location relative to the
sprayed a.rB^i, time spent at home after the spraying, and accunAcy
of recal1» ͣ ,  i
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Ss.?iG;.!llBti.Ye Stat:i.st,i.cs
Response r.ates for the di-f-ferent groups are shown in Table
2. Cooperation was enceptional, only one indi'vidual refused to
c D o p e r a t e, b e c a u. s e o f a q e n s r a 1 a n i m o 5 i t y t o w a r d t h ͨ:? s t a h e
governments As indicated in Table 2, most non-'response was di.ie
to failure to find the subject at home. Useful data were
obtained for 88% (52./f59.' of the residents of (Borgus. Telephone
i n t er 'vi bws wer e comp 1 et ed wi t h 73% (-3-3/4'5) of the visitor s t o
Borgus. In the reference community, a response rate of 997.
(159./161) was achie-ved. Useful data were obtaineed for a total of
85 exposed persons (52 re-!si dents interviewed at home, 33 visitors
interviewed by telephone), -and 159 un ex posed persons- The ratio
of exposed to unexposed subjects interviewed at home (using the
•full questionnaire) was Is 3.1 and t.he? ratio of exposed to
unexposed subjects interviewed eithejr by telephone or at home was
1 s1.9. ͣ !
.D i s t r i b u. t i o n s o f v a r i o u s demo g r a p h i c a n d s o c i o -- e c o n o m i c
a11r i butes i n the ex posed a.nd une;••; posed popu 1 at i ons are shown i I'l
Tables 3 through 11. The sex, race, and age distributions of the
exposed and referent qroups were similar, Sixt'y percent of the
exposed subjects were iemale, while 5hl% of the unexpos€?d were
female (Table .3). Among the exposed, 86% were black, 11% white,,
and 1% Lumbee. Among the unexposed, 82% were black, 16% white,
and 3% Lumbee; (Table 3), The age structures o-f the two groups
were  remarkably similar.   In each group,  22% were under age 12
Table 2.  Distribution of Non-f^'espondents
Exposed Residents
Too sick 1
Inebriated 1
Not home 1
Did not recall incident 1
Wrong questionaire used 3
7 (Non-Response Rate: 7/59 = 127.)
Ek posed Vi si t or s
Permission to contact not provided
No phone
Not home 4
12 (Non-Response Rates 12/45 -= 277.)
Unexposed
Re-fused    1
Not home   1
(Non-Response Rate: 2/161 - 17.)
Table 3.  £)e;;/Ra.ce Composition of E;;posed and Une;-;posed Populations
Black
Women   Men
White
Women   lien
Lumbee
Women   Men Total
Exposed    45(53) 30(35)     5(6)   4(5)
Une;-: posed  75 (47) 55 (35)    15 (9)  10 (6)
1(1)   0
3(2)   1(1) 15'
Par en t h et i c: a 1 va 1 ues ar e r o w p er c en t ag es.
Table 4.  Age Distribution of Exposed and Une;;posed Populations
^   .    i
Age in Years
0-9   10-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-59  60-69   70+   Total
Eviposed    16(19) 11(13)  7(8)  13(15) 15(lf3)  6(7)
^  UnexpDsed  30(19) 23(14) 23(14) 18(11) 24(15) 11(7)
9(11)  8(10)   85
22(14)  8(5)    159
Parenthetical values &re  row percentages.
Table 5-  Educational Attainment o-f Subjects Over   Age 18 By Exposure
Status**
Years of Schooling
12 12 12
Exposed
Unexposed
16(50)
51(49)
7(22)
:7(35)
9(28)
19(18)
Residents only — information not collected from visitors.
**Parenthetical values are  row percentages.
Table   6.      Employment   Status   of   Subjects   Over   Age   18   by   Enposure   Status
In Unemployed/ '
ifDBlQYgd     School ysoiemaker     SeekiQg_Em^ bg-Qdicaggied     Retired
Exposed          33(60)           2(4) 8(15)                   0 2(4)                 10(18)
Unexposed     66(60)           2(2) 7(6)                    12(11) 1(1)                 21(19)
„ .....
Parenthetical   values   ars   row   percentages.
Table 7,.  Occupational Category of Employed Subjects Over Age 18
by Exposure Status*
Blue Collar/  Blue Collar/  White Collar/  White Collar/
_L:9W_Skill___Hiah_Skill___!=Dw_Skill___High_Skill__
Exposed
Unexposed
10(30 >
36(57)
5<15)
13(21)
Parenthetical values s.re   row percentages.
6(18)
9(14)
12(36)
5(8) I
"able 8.  Smoking Status of Subjects Over Age 12 by Reactor Status
Current Smoker    E;;-Smoker    Non-Smoker
Reactor
M a n—R e a c t d r
6(43)
10(20)
3(21)
10(20)
5(36)
31(61)
F'arenthetical values ars   row percentages.
*Table 9.  Cigarette Consumption of Current Smokers by Enposure Status
liZ2_Back/day   i./2~2_Back/dai:;   22_Ei!Ck/day
Exposed 5(33) 10(67) 0
UneKposed       12(36) 21(64) 0
Parenthetical values are   row percentages.
Table   10.      Pattern   of   Health   Services   Utilization   by   EKposure   Status
•RegulBr Mo
Check-LJgis Bg9yil!2_Qb§£kzyB§
Exposed 62<75) 21<25)
Unexposed 114(75) 39(25) >
Parenthetical values are   row percentages. ,
Table 11.  F='ersonal Use of Pesticides Among Subjects  Over Age IS
by Exposure Status**
Personal
Use
IMo
Personal Use
Exposed
Une;; posed
30(97)
83(78)
1 (3)
'> T ( T.^ '~.> \
*
Filesidents only — information not collected from visitors.
**Pa.rentheti cal values are  row percentages.
and therefore a parent was interviewed. Nine percent of each
group was between the ages of 12 and IS and thus were not
administered the attitude survey. Twenty percent of the exposed
and 19% of the un ex posed were over 60 years cjf age. A more
detailed breakdown of the age distribution is presented in Table
4,.
The Gorgus population had somewhcit more schooling than the
reference group, had ifiore white-collar and high-ski 11 jobs, and
less unemployment. Although about half of the adults in each
community had not finished high school, 2B7. of the Gorgus adults
had some schooling beyond high school, while only 137. of the
reference adults had post-high school education (Table 5). The
d i s t r i b u t i o n o f e m p 1 o y men t s t a t u s w as si m i 1 a r in the t w C3 g r o u p s,
with 60% of those over 18 employed in each group (Table 6). The
most marked difference betwE^en the groups with respect to
employment status was in thfs percentage of homemakers and
unemployed or seeking employment. In (Borgus, 15% were homemakers
and no one re?ported being unemployed or in search of employment,
whereas in Gum Springs 6% were homemakers and 11% were unemployed
cjr seeking employment. Among the employed in each community, the
type of job held varied markedly between the two groups (Table
7).   Jobs were categorized roughly along two dimensionsii  white-
vs.  blue-collar and low- vs.  high-skill level.   Fifty.....five per
c e n t o f e in p 1 o y e d (3 o r g u s r e s i d e n t s w o r k e d i n w h i t e - c o 11 a r t y pes o ^
jobs, where.as this was true of only 22% of the Gum Springs work
force,, And, vjhereas 52% of the Gorgus workers were employed in
high-ski 11 occupations,  only 29% of the Gum Springs workers were
so employed. \
Smoking habits of the exposed and referent groups were
similar (Tables 8 and 9), 0-f the exposed subjects over 12 years
of age, 29% were current smokers, 20% were e;;-smokers, and 43/i
were non-smokers, while among the unexposed the respective per¬
centages were 33%, 22%, and 42:%. Among the current smokers, the
numtaer of packs smoked per day was also distributed similar1y
between the two groups,. About a third of the smokers in bothi
groups were light smokers (less than 1/2 pack per day), two
thirds were moderate smokers (1/2 to 2 packs psr day), and none
smoked over   two packs a day.
A significantly higher proportion of the exposed population
reported a worsening of at least one respiratory symptom (cough,
difficulty breathing, wheezing, sinus congestion, hay fever,
asthma, runny nose, burning on breathing) over the study period
than of the un ex posed: 28 subjnscts (33%) from Gorgus, compared to
4 (3%) from Gum Eiprings (Table 12), The crude risk ratio was
13.1, with a p"value less than 0.001 and 95% confidence interval
of (6, 28). The results of stratifying by age, sex, race.,
s m o k i n g s t a t u s, a n d e d u c a t i o n a 1 a 11 a i n m e n t a r e s h o w n in T a b1e 13 „
The Breslow- Day test for homogeneity was not significant for any
of t h e c on t r o1 variables. In the ab sen c e of s i g n i f i c an t
i !'"i t e r a c t i o n , c o n f o u. n d i n g w a s a s s e s s e d, f h e M a n t e 1 — H a e n s z e 1 r i s I-:
ratios adjusted for the control variables age, sex, race., and
smoking status were n6?gligibly different from the crude risk
r ͣ a t i o,   C o n t r- o 1 1 i n q  f o r  e d u. c a t i o n a 1 a 11 a i n m e n t resulted  i n  a
A s s o c i a t i o n o f G r o u p e d R e s p i r a t ory '6 y m p t o m s w i t h  Exposure , ͣ
Results of Crude Analysis I
Lkposed
IJ n e ;• ͣ; p os e d
SymptoiT)
28
4
Symptom
N9t_B.99lC.ii:!^ted Total.
85
ͣf K.~-i-.1 -J -.'
'Crude RR =13,1
Precision-Based 957. Confidence Interval = (4,7, 36.1)
Fisher's E;;act (One-Tailed) Test, P-Valu.e < 0,001
Table 1.3„  Association of Grouped Respiratory Symptoms with EKposure:
Results.of Stratified Analyses
C-M-H Test
Breslow-Day Test Mantel-Haenszel   for General
for Homogeneity Adjusted Risk    Association
Q9Dtr9l_varlabl,e        ___iEzy^iy^l____   _____BiStlQ_____   _lE~!^§lygl_
Age                            0.42 13.3           0.000
(0-9/10--19/20-59/60+)
SsM                             0.S7      ' : 13. 1            0.000
(ma.l e/f emal e)
Race                            .0.73 13„4            0.000
(black/white/Lumbee)
Smoking tjtatus   >             0.71 13.5           0.0in)
(smoker/non-smoker)
Educational Attainment        0.10 10.1           0.'.""'
(<12 yrs/12 yr5/>12 yrs)
Crude   RR   =   13.1
Fisher's   Ejtact   Test    (P-Value)   =   0.000
modest change in the risk ratio from 13.1 to 10„1,
Worsening of the dummy symptom "breaking fingernails" was
tested for association with exposure status (Table 14).. The risk
ratio was 3~1 with a p-value of 0.100 and 95% confidence interval
of (0,. 8,, 12. 7) .
!iM.El.9C£-tori: BQsl^ysi^s
The results of running th€e TFREQ procedure on each of the 32
symptoms are shown in Table 15- A consistently greater
proportion of the exposed grcjup reported worsening of symptoms
than in the unexposed group,, indicating a systematic bias that
will be discussed in the "Discussion" section. For eight
symptoms,, the crude risk ratio for the exposure-worsened symptom
relationship was associated with a p-value of less than 0.025.
These symptoms,, in order of the associ ati on ͣ" s significance, weres
cough (RR=12.2)., difficulty breathing (RR~12.2), sinus congestion
(R R=6. 2') ;, r u n n y n o s e (R P.=8. 4) , s w o 11 e n g lands (R R = 11. 2) , s k i n
peeling (R|n:=:16„ 7) , whesesing (RR-5.6), and dizziness (RR=5.6).
F"or the eight symptoms significantly associ atsed with
exposure,, stratified analyses for each control vari'ahO. e we? re
performed (Tables 16 through 23). The Efreslow-Day test for
homogeneity was not significant for any of the stratified
analyses. In the absence of significant interaction, it became
appropriate to compare the adjusted Mantel-Haenszel risk ratios
to the crude risk r.atio for each symptom. Adjustment for age,
seX, r ace or smok i ng did not a11 er t he finding of s i gn i f i c an t
association of symptom with exposure;, nor were the magnitudes o-f
the  risk  ratios materially  altered.   Because  adjustment  for
Tab; :14„   AsiBDci ati on of "E-treaki ng Fingernails" with  EKposu.re;
Results of Crude Analysis
Symptom
AQunavated
Symptom
bJQt-Agarayated Total
U n S' H p i'j s s ci 3
SO
156
85
159
Crude F^'R = 3. 1
F-'reci si on-Based 95Z Confidence Interval - ͣ•• <0»8, 12.7)
Fi sher ͣ' s Ex act (One-'-Tai 1 ed) Test „ P-Val ue = 0 „ 10
Table 15.  Association of Each Symptom i3ueried with Exposure:  j
Results D-f Crude Analyses                    - |
Observed Fisher's
Among                 Preci si on—Enased Exact Test
Symfjt gm ilifit9.§.§d_ _B5'_     _____25X_C I______ _E'ryiiy5__
Cough 13 12.2 (2.8, 52.6) 0.000
Di-fficulty breathing 13 12.2 (2.8, 52.6) 0.000
Sinus congestion 10        6.2 (1.8, 22.0) 0.002
Runny nose 9        8.4 (1.9, ;38.1) 0.002!
Swollen glands 6 11.2 (1.4, 91."/) 0.008
Skin peeling 4 16,7 (0.9,, 307.3) 0.014
Wheezing 6        5.6 (1.2, 27.2) 0.023
Dizziness 6        5.6 (1.2, 27,2) 0.023
Blurred vision 9        2.8 (1.0, 7.6) 0.036
Nausea 7        3.3 (1.0, 10.9) 0.045
Hay fever         - 4        y^ffj (0'. 8, 65.9) 0.051
Constipation 4        '7.5 (0.3, 65,9) 0.051
vomitting 5        4.7 (0.9, 23,6) 0.052
Skin rash ;    9 -      2.4 <0,9, 6.2) 0.059
Burning eyes 8        2.5 (0,9, 7,0) 0.068
Upset stomach 7        2,6 (0,9, 8,0) 0,077
Table 15. Association o-f Each Symptom Gh_ieried with Exposures
Results of Crude Analysis (Continued) ;
Symptom
Fatigue
Brejaki ng f i ngernai 1 s
Headaches
Chest pain
Asthma
Hair loss
Swollen e'yes
Lac k of appetite
Blood in urine
B1 ee d i n g q u m s
Bur n i n g on b r eat h i ng
Easy bruising
Fainting
Burning on u r i n at ion
Achi ng joints
Seizures
Observed
Among
i;iEosed_
10
4
3
1
1
1
1
0
2!. 1
3. 1
1.9
3.7
9.3
2.8
3. 7
5,6
5.6
5. 6
5. 6
0. 8
(0.8, 5.2)
(0.8
(0. 8
(0. 7
(0. 4
(0» 6
(0. 7
(0» 6
(0.5
(0.3
(0,2
(0,2
(0,2
(0. 2
(0.3
12,7)
, 4.3)
, 20.0)
191,6)
53, 1)
, 7, 1)
. B. 5)
16.5)
40. 7)
135.5)
135,5)
135.5)
135,5)
2.4)
0, 089
0, 100
0, 109
0,113
O, 120
0. 123
0.141
0. 165
0,231
0,279
0„ 348
0.. 34£i
O, 348
0., ;48
0. A^-M
Table   16.       Association   of    "Cough"   with   Exposure!       F^esults   of
Eitrati+ i ed   Analyses i
Control    '\fsir i ab 1 e
Breslow-Day   Test
ͣf ar   Homogenei ty
(P-Value)
Mantel-Haenssel
Ad j List ed R i s k
Rati o
C~M-H Test
for General
Associ ati on
(P~Value)
Age
'" <0-9/10-19/20-59/60+)
0,32 12.6 0, uuu
Sex
(male/female)
R a (
(b 1 a r k / w h i t e / L u m b e e)
0.97 1 -?   ' ͣ;
13,6
o. ooo
0. 0 0 o
S m o k i n g S t a t u. s
(s m o k e r / n o n - s f n o k e r)
0. 30 9 „ O ()„ 0( M i
Ed 1.1 c at i on a 1 At t a i nmen t
(<12 yrB/12 yrs/>12 yrs)
0. 36 0. O' '.-7
Crude RR = 12,2
Fisher ' s E>;act Test (P-Va 1 ue) 0» OOO
Table 17«  Association o-f "Difficulty Breathing" with Lxposure;  Results
o-f Stratified Analyses
Control Variable
Breslow~Day Test
f a r H o m o g e n e i t y
(P-Valus)
Mantel-Haenszel
Adjusted Risk
R a t i o
C-M-H   Test
for   (Seneral
Associ ati on
(P-~Value)
(0--9/10-19/20~-59/60-+-)
O. 47 12 „ 0 0. 000
bex
(mal e/female)
0, 17 12. 5 0. 000
Race
(b 1 3. c k .- ͣ' w h i t e / L u m bee)
0. 75 13.6 o„ ()( ͣ)(..)
S ffi o k i n g   S t a t u s
(5 en D k e r / n o n ~ s m o k e r )
0.94 10.5 O. U( 'O
Educat i onal   Attai nrnent
(-<12   yrs/12   yr5/>12   yrs)
0. 2 G. II O « (') i'! 2
Crude   V<R   =   12.2
Fisher-'s   Exact   Test    (F'~Value) O,. OOi")
Fable 18.  Association of "Sinus Congestion" with Exposure:  Results of
Stratified Analyses
C o n t r o1 Variab1e
Breslow-Day Test
for Homogeneity
(P-Value)
Mantel --Haens^el
Ad j ust ed Ri sk
Rat i o
C-M-H Test
for f3eneral
Associ ation
(P-Value)
Age
(0-9/10-19/20-59/60+)
0,49 6. 0. rxi) 1
(m a 1 e / f e m a 1 e)
0, i; 0, 001
Race
(b 1 a c k / w hi i t e; / L u. m bee)
0, 11 6, 4 0. 001
S m D l-c i n g S t a t. u s
(s m o k e r / n o n - s m o k e r )
O. t), 0- 001
Educati onal Attai nment
(<12 yr B/12 yr b/>12 vr s)
O, n3 4„4 o„ O.iO
Fi sher ͣ"
Crude RF^: = 6™ 2
Exact Test (P-Value) = 0»oo:
able 19 „  A s s o c :i. a t i o n o f " R u. n n y Nose" w i t h Exp a b u r e:
Stratified Analyses
lesults Q-f
Contr.o_l__Vari^abl_e
Age
(0-9/10-19/20-59/60+)
B r e s1 aw-Day Tes t
f o r H D m o g e n e? i t y
___IPzyalue).____
0,. 74
Mantel-Haenssel
Adjusted   Risk
______Ri^tig______
8., 3
C-M-H Test
for General
Associ ati on
___(.P-Value)__
0» 001
bex
(dial e/-f emal e)
0„67 9. 4 0. 001
Race
(b 1 a c k / w h i t e / L i..t m ta e e)
0 „ 06 0, 001
S m a k i n g S t a t u s
ͣ( s m D k e r / n o n—s m o k e r )
0,34 14,. 1 0. '~:n
Educational Attainment
(<12 yr s/12 yr s/>12 yr s)
0. 39 0 „ " 1
Crude RR = 8„4
ͣisher^s Exact Test (P-Value) 0- 002
^^^'#?^^^f^ ͣ
Table 20.  Association of "Swollen Glands" with Exposure;
Stratified Analyses
Results  of
C D n t r D1   V a r i a b 1 e
E<resl ow--Day   Test
•f or   Homogenei t y
(P-Val u.e)
Mantel-Haenszel
/Adjusted   Risk
R a t i o
C-M-H Test
for General
Associati on
(P-Value)
Age
(0-9/10-19/20"-S9/60+)
0. 31 10.7 0. 004
(mal e/f emal e)
0.2 11.5 0. 004
Race
(blac k/wh i t e/Lumbee)
1 - 0 10.4 0. 006
S m o k i n g S t a t u s
(smoker/nan-Bmoker)
0. 4v 11.2 0. 003
Educati onal Attai nment
(<12 yrs/12 yrs/>12 yrs)
0. 6v 11. 1 i). \jn,
Crude   RR   =   11.2
Fisher • ͣ's   EZ;-;act   Test    (P-Value) 0. 008
"able-:- 21.,  Association of    "F'eeling Skin" with E^;posure:  Results of
Stratified Analyses
QSDtrol_Vari§ble
Aqe
" (0-9/10--19/20--59/60+)
Breslow~Day Test
f or HomoQen e i t y
(F'-Val ue)
O.
Mantel-Haenssel
Adjusted Risk
_____R§:ti.Q_____
8.4
C-M-H Test
for General
Associ ati on
(P—Ua1ue)
0. 006
o e >i
iiTiB.l e/f emal e)
0. 3. 8.3 O, (.)0:
Filace
(b 1 a c k /white /1., u m b e e)
o 15.0 0. 008
Smoking   Status
(s m D k e r / n o n - s f n o k e r )
0.37 S.2 0.010
E d u. cation a 1 A11 a i n m e n t
(<12 yrs/12 yrs/>12 yrs)
0.41 (.) o, n,d/
Crude RR = 16.7
Fisher-'5 E;-cact Test (F'-Val ue) = 0. 014
Table   22.      Association   of    "Wheezing"   with   E'Kposures      Results   of
Stratified   Analyses
C o n t r o 1 V a r i a b 1 e
Breslow-Day Test
f or Homogen ei t y
(i='-Value)
Mantel-Haenszel
Adjusted Risk-
Ratio
C-M~H Test
for General
Associ ati on
(P--Val ue)
Age
(0-9/ 10~19/20--59/&0+)
O. 2V 0.017
be>;
(male/f ema1e)
0. 3 7 0. 014
Race
(b 1 a c k / w h i t e / L u m b e e)
0. 11 6,0 0,017
S m o k i n g S t a t u s
(s m D k er / ri on - s in o k er )
0. 69 o. ('22
E; d u c a t i o n a 1 A11 a i n m e n t
(<12 yrB/12 yrs/>12 yrs)
0. 50 O» <b ;" ͣ,    fi V S
Crude   f~<F^   =   5„6
Fisher-'s   Exact   Test    (P-Value) 0. o:
Table 23..  Association of "Di s:-: i ness" with Exposures  Results o-f
Stratified Analyses
Control   Kf;3.r i ab 1 e
fcireslow-Day   Test
•for   Homogeneity
(P-Vaiue)
Mantel --Haenssel
Adjusted   Risk
Rati o
C-M-H   Test
•for   General
Association
(P-Value)
Age
<0--9/10--:l9/20-59/60+)
0. 14 0.015
ot?X
(mal e/f ema.l e)
o. 5„6 I-' - U i Q
F-i;ac€?
(b 1 a c k / w h i t e / L u. m b e e)
V. U. V I
S m o k i n g   S t a t u s
(s m o k e r / n o n -- s /n o k e r )
(->, z 0. 014
E d u c a t i o n a 1   A11 a i n i n e n t
(< 12   y r s / 12   y r s / >12   y r s)
0. 24
Crude   RR   =   5„ 6
Fisher's   E ;•; a c t   T e s t    (p - V a 1 u e) 0»02v
ed uc at i on a 1 a11 a. i n rnen t r e qu i r ed d r op p i n g t h ose un d er 18 years ai
aqe, the power in the analyses stratifying tay education was
r e d u. c e d a n d i n a f e w c: a s e s < s i n u s c o n g e s t i o n , s l-^: i n peeling, and
dizziness)5 the p-value for the Mantel-Haenszel risk ratio was no
longer less than 0„025 (the a ECiQCi required level of
5 i q n i f i c a n c: e) ^ a 11 h o u g h it r e m a i n e d less t h a n 0. 0 5 a n d t h e
maqn i tude of the ad j usted risk ratio remained similar to that of
the crude risk ratio. i
Gb.-aCIEGtgCi?.§t.i on of .!IBeactgr s^ |
r h e '' r e a c: t o r " g r o u p w a s d e f i n e d a s those e ;•; p o s e d ss u b j e c t s
who reported a worsening, within one month following the
spraying, of any of the symptoms significantly associated with
eH posu.re. Ei ghteen persons fell into th i s category. For
thirteen of the reactors, the symptoms were reportedly new rather
than a worsening of an existing condition. The distribution of
time of onset of worsened symptoms was skewed toward the,time of
the spraying (Figure? 2) Eight of the reactors reported that the
o n s e t. !J f t h e i r w o r s e n e (d c o n d i t i o n o c c u. r r e d w i t h i n t h r' e e d a y 55 o +
the spraying, 12 report.ed the onset to have? occurred within *
week,! and 14 within two weeks. Four reactors reported that their
symptoms following exposure were "severe" (e.14. ,
"incapacitating"),  e?ight  reported  "moderate"  severity  (e„ij.,
" i nter f ered  wi th  usua. 1  act i vi t i es " ) and  si ; ͣ;  reported  " m 1 i • i
I
severity    (e.g.,       "mildly   irritating"). Eleven   reactors   report<-|.i
t hi a t      ͣ(: h e i r   w o r s e n e d   c o n d i t i o n   p e r s i s t e d   o n e   w b e k   o r   less,      w r 11 1 i
three reported persistence of over one month.   Eight consulted
doctor about their symptoms.   In one case, the doctor consider-d
ͣ:t>
Figure   2.    Timing   o-f   Onset   of   l^eactor   Symptoms
(Number   of
Reactors)
8--
4-
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X •
X
X
X
0-6 7--14 :t3-"18 19-24
(D a. y s   Li n t i .1    D n s e t)
ͣͣ•~i i;;;-_-;'- -t
the symptoms to be reelated to the e;;posurej and in another, the
doctor said the condition was "possibly" related-
The distribution of age, race and se?-; in the reactors and
non-reactors was similar (Tatalf?s 24 through 26) « The proportion
of current smokf?rs among the reactors was over twice that among
t he? non -r• eac t or s, wh i 1 e c i g ar e11 e c on sump t i on of c u.r r en t smoker s
was similar in reactors and non--reactors (Tables 27 and 28).
According to both the education and occupation variables, the
reactors tended to be of a higher socioeconomic status (Tables 29
and 30).
In response to the question, "Can you recall a time when you
were exposed to a pesticide at home within the last, two- years,
other than times when you applied a pesticide yourself or hired
an e;; termi nator?", a greater proportion of the reactors than of
the n on -r ea c t o r s r ec a 11 e d t h e s p r a y i n q i n c i d e n t with ou t p r oin p t i n g
(Table  31).   Accuracy of recall of the date of the spraying was
i
s i iTi i 1 a r  b e t w e e n t h e r e a c t o r s a n d n o n - r e a c: t o r s,  b u t  f a m i 1 i a r i t y
with  the  ide?ntity  of the sprayed material was  more?  prevalent.
among the rBUxctors    (Tables 32 and 33)- |
The  distribution  of  hours  spent  in  Gorgus  (Table  34)
indicates  that,  compar ed  t o  11"!e  non-r eact or s,  the  r eac t oi-s
reported being in Gorgus for a grE?ater part of the day during the
spraying, thie fir st day af ter   the spr ay i ng, on a.verage over the
first  WE^ek  after the spr.aying,  and on average over  the  first
month  after the spraying„   Certain questions rtsgardinq e.;;posure
were asked only of (Borgus residents (i.e., not visitors) over aqe
18,  so numbers are   small (Tables 35 through 40),   All twelve? of
the  adult  rejsident  reactors  responded  affirmatively  to  the
2./
Table 24»  Be;-; Distribution by Reactor Status
Male Female
F^eactor
Non-Reactor
9 (50)
25(37)
9 (50)
42(63)
Parenthetical values s.re   row percentages.
able 25.  F^'ace E'i stri but i on bv Reactor Status
Black Whi te Lumbee
Reactor
Non-Reactor
15(83)
60 <90)
3(17)
6 (9)
o
1(1)
Par en t h et i c a 1 va 1 ues a.re   r ow p er c en t aq es,
Table 26„  Age Distribution of Gorgus Residents by Reactor Status
O-l;
Age (years)
13-18     19-60     61+     Total
Reactor
Non-Reactor
3(17) 3(17) 7(39) 5(28)
16(24) 5(7) 34(51) 12(18)
Parenthetical   values   3.re   row   pcercentages.
18
67
«Table 27.  Smoking Status o-F Subjects Over Age 12 by Reactor Status
QyilCgQt _SmDker    EcilzSmshlC !!!:!QDz§Q)9}isr     j
Reactor               6(43)          3(21) 5(36)        I
Non-Reactor          10(20)          10(20) 31(61)
_
Parenthetical values s^re   row percentages.
Table 28.  Cigarette Consumption of Current Smokers by Reactor Status
1/2 1/2-2
eack /daN^
2( 33)
.3( 33)
ͣ-}
gacks/day Escks/day
Reactor (33) 4(67) O
Non-Reactor 3(33) bi.tJ) O
Parenthetical values 3.r&   row percentages.
Table 29.  Educational Attainment of Gorgus Subjects  Over Age 18
by Reactor Status**
Years o-f Schooling
Reactor 4(44) 0 5(56)
Non-Reactor        14(56) 7(23) 4(16)
*.......
Residents only — in-formation not collected from visitors.
**Parenthetical values are   row percentages.
Table 30.  Occupational Category of Lmployed Gorgus Subjects by
Reactor Status* \
Blue Collar/  Blue Collar/  White Collar/  White Collar/
_!=ow_Skill,___Higih_Skill___Low_Skill___Hi9h_Skill__
Reactor O 1(14) 1(14) 5(71)
Non-Reactor       10(38) 4(15)        5(19) 7(27)
F-'arentheti cal values a^re   row percentages.
Table 31.  Eipontaneous Recall ot Spraying Incident o-f Gorgus Subjects
Over   Age IS by Reactor Status**
Recalled Did Not Recall
§B5Dtanegusl_Y Spon t aneDU5lY_
Reactor              9(90) 1(10)
Non-Reactor         14(61) 9(39)
-.
Residents only — information not collected from visitors.
**F='arentheti cal values At'e   row percentages.
ITable  32„      Ptccuracy   of   Recall   of   Date   o-f   Spraying;,   Gorgus  Subjects i
Over   Age   18,   by  Reactor   Status**
Faecal led                     Recalled                  Recalled   Incorrectly
E'L§£i§el_Y 0BBCQIii.iD§tel^y __9C_0id_NDt_!<nDW___
Reactor           8(73)            1(9) 2(18)
Non-Reactor      15(65)           3(13) 5(22)
Residents only — information not collected -from visitors.
**Parenthetical values are row percentages.
*Table 33n  Knowledge of Identity of Sprayed Material, Gorgus Subjects
Over Age 18, by F^'eactor Status** ,
Knew Precise    Knew Approximate    Did Not Know
__I.dent_i_t\^__    ____Id§Qt.lti;:____    __IdgQtity__
Reactor 6(60) 2(20) 2(20)
Non-Reactor        3(13) 4(18) 16(70)
_.
Residents only — information not collected -from visitors.
**Parenthetical values are   row percentages.
*Table 34.  Time Spent in Gorgus by Reactor Status
(J
Time Spent in Gorgus (hours/day)
1-7        S-15        16-24
E)ur i n g Spr ay i ng
Reactor
Non-Reactor
2(13)
16(40)
1 (7)
5(12)
2(13)
5(12)
10(67)
14(35)
First Day After Spraying
Reactor  . 2(13)
Non-Reactor 14(30)
First Week A-fter Spraying
Reactor 0
Non-Reactor 2(4)
First Month A-fter Spraying
Reactor 1(7)
Non-Reactor 9(24)
0
(7)
1(7)
4(9)
1 (7)
10(22)
2(14)
12(27)
0 1(7)
3(8)       7(18)
12(80)
19(41)
11 (79)
27(60)
12(86)
19(50)
*
Parenthetical values arB   row percentages.
;*
Table 35.  "Do you think you were exposed?", Gorgus Subjects  Over Age
13, by Reactor Status**
Yes No Do Not Know
Reactor
Non-Reactor
12<100)
13(57)
O
7 (30)
0
3<13)
F^esi dents only — information not collected -from visitors.
**Parentheti cal values s.re   row percentages.
*Table 36.  Presence in Spray Path, Gorgus Subjects  Over Age 18,
by Reactor Status**
- In_Sgiray_Path W9t_In_3Bray_Path
Reactor 2(17) 10(83)
Non-Reactor O 22(100)
*
Residents only — information not collected from visitors.
**Parenthetical values are  row percentages.
*Table 37.  Presence at Time of Spraying, Gorgus Subjects  Over Age 18,
by Reactor Status**
At   Home Not   At   Home
OyclDU-iBCliliOQ During_Sgr aiding
Reactor 12(100) 0
Non-Reactor 21(91) 2(9)
_
Residents only — information not collected from visitors.
**Parenthetical values Are  row percentages.
Table 38.  Odor Detected After Spraying|, Gorgus Subjects  Over Age 18,
by Reactor Status**
Odor Detected Odor Not Detected
Reactor
Non-Reactor
11(92)
18(78)
1 (8)
5(22)
Residents only — information not collected from visitors.
**Parenthetical values are  row percentages.
Table 39,  Chemical Felt on Skin, Gorgus Subjects  Over Age 18,
by Reactor Status**
Felt Chemical Did Not Feel Chemical
F^:eact.or
Non-Reactor
3(25)
2 (9)
9(75)
20(91)
Residents only — in-formation not collected from visitors.
**Parentheti cal values s.re   row percentages.
Table 40,  Chemical Tasted, Gorgus Subjects  Over Age IS, by
Reactor Status**
Tasted Chemical Did Not Taste Chemical
React or 3(25) 9 (7/5)
Non-Reactor 2(9) 20(91)
*
Residents only — information not collected from visitors.
**ParenthBtical values are   row percentages.
question, "Do you think you. were e;-;pD5ed?" (Table 35) » Two of
the reactors in this group reported that they were in the direct
path of the spray while none of the non-reactors were (Table 36).
Eleven of twelve and 13 of 23 of the reactors and non-reactors,
respect i vel y J reported noting an odor in C5orgus after the
spraying (Table 38).
A map depicting where each iBorgus resident resided and where
each Gorgus visitor visited,  distinguishing between reactors and
n o n - r e a c t. o r s,  is a 11 a c h e d (F i. g u r" e 3 a n d T a b 1 e 41) .  There i s n o
apparent  clustering of the reactors;  they seem to  be  randomly
distributed between East and W6?st Gorgus. I
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Table 41.  L-ieographi cal Distribution o-f Gorgus Subjects by Reactor
Status*
West East North West East
Sorgus Gorgus Gorgus Gorgus Gorgus
B^~ti.i-ii;L7t Re5i_dent Resi^dent Visitor Visitor
Reactor 8(44) 6(33) 0 1(6) 3(17)
Non—Reactor 25(37) 8(12) 5(7) 9(13) 20(30)
*
Parenthetical values Eire   row percentages.
Figure 3. Geographic Distribution of Reactors and Mon-Reactors
CR 1955
CR 1954
North
@0
CR 1956
V y. "K / ^  ͣj^ )^ )^
;^ Non-Reacting Resident
(g) Reacting Resident
. Non-Reacting Visitor
® Reactina Visitor
!«A
^5®a)Qs>
*»t * t
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS i
The data support the two a BCiori hypotheses. Reported
aggravation of respiratory symptoms was found to be significantly
associated with e::;posure, while? reported aggravation of a pre¬
selected dummy symptom was not. The relative risk for
respiratory symptoms was high — a thirteen-fold increased risk
in the exposed relative to the unexposed — and the association
was highly significant.
Because testing of the a Ecigri hypotheses involved only two
tests, confidence in the statisticcil findings of this phase of
the analysis is relatively high. The second phase, the
exploratory analysis, involved multiple tests, heightening the
concern that an association could have been found to be
significant that was in fact due to chance. This caveat noted,
the exploratory analysis suggests a significant association of
exposure with reported worsening of eight symptoms: cough,
difficulty bre?at.hing, sinus congestion, runny nose, swollen
glands, wheezing, dizziness, and peeling skin. |
Stratification by each of the five control variables did not
alter  the  findings  in  either  phase  of  the  analysis.   The
' . '    ' ͣ ͣ i
distributions of four of the control variables — age, sex, race,
and  smoking status — were very similar between the exposed  and
unexposed populations.   Thus,  these variables could not operate
as  confounders  in  this  dataset.    Stratification  was  still
necessary, however, to assess effect modification and to increase
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precision  of the relative risk estimate  (Kleinbaum,  Kupper,  S/
Morgenstern,   1982).    Stratification   by  the  fifth  control
variable,  educational attainment,  was largely ineffectual; only
those over age IS could be included in this analysis  and,  thus,
power  was  greatly reduced.   None of the control variables  was
found to be a significant effect modifier. !
Although   the   definition  of  "reactors"   was   somewhat
arbitrary,  the group did differ from the non-reactors in certain
notable ways.   The reactors as a whole reported being in  Gorgus
i
for more hours per day at the time of the spraying and during the
first month following the incident. The reacting adults were on
the whole more educated, and the?y sought or retained more
B.c.c.u.rB.tB information regarding the identity of the sprayed
material. That these individuals were better educated and had a
higher level of awareness of events in their community may have
led them to expect effects either at the time of the spraying or
when reminded in the interview (i.e., a "self-fulfilling
prophecy"). On the other hand, they may simply have been more
observant.
The findings must be interpreted within the limitations of the
study. The study was limited from the outset by severe design
constraints, one of which was the? lack of objective exposure
measurements  at the time of the  incident.   Unfortunately,  the
first  environmental  measurement  was taken a  month  after  the
I
.    ͣ    ͣ I
spraying, at which time concentrations of the herbicides in the
gardens of Gorgus residents were undetectable. Exposure of the
residents is inferred from the fact that they reported a chemical
3u
odor at home as well as damage to their gardens,, E;;pDsure to the
carrier agents in the herbicide formulation may have occurred,
but the identity of these agents is confidential under Section
10<d)(1) <C) of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act. Df the active ingredients, 2,4-DP is most
likely to have volatilized, because it was in the ester form,
while pi cl Oram and 2,4--D may have leached from the sprayed site
due to the water solubility of the amine salts. Exposure to any
of the components of the sprayed material may have occurred by
drift or contact with sprayed brush. The study is therefore
limited by uncertainty regarding the extent, type, and routes of
exposure.
The second major constraint was the lack of health data. In
the absence of any medical work-ups of the residents at the time
of the spraying, the study had to rely on subjective data using
personal interviews conducted a year afterwards. This introduce?d
concerns regarding precision and validity of t.he data. ͣ
In order to stimulate recall,  and thus increase  precision,
it  was  necessary  to provide a reference point for  the  Gorgus
subjects  to use in reporting health symptoms.   The decision  to
use the incident itself as a reference point was later  supported
by  the fact that 31X of the Gorgu.s subjects could not recall + he
approximate date of the incident.   Thus, had subjects been asked
to  recall  their health status before and after June 22  of  the
previous  summer without mentioning the incident,  the  level ot
recall  would clearly have been unacceptable.   By mentioning the
incident,  thereby  suggesting the purpose of our  "envi ronment r*l
health study," a bias was introduced.   Conscious  over-report i n.g
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of symptoms might be expected to occur among those harboring
animosity toward the sprayers. Unconscious ovcer-reporti ng would
be likely to occur among most Gorgus subjects due to the power of
suggestion. To reduce both types of over-reporting;, the
interviewers explained to the Gorgus subjects, prior to seeking
information on health, that many of the symptoms to be queried
were not thought to be related to pesticide exposure. Despite
this m«5asure, a systematic over-reporting bias remained. The
symptoms fingernail breaking, bleeding gums, and blood in urine
are highly unlikely to result from the exposure, yet their risk
ratios were each about three. In interpreting the other risk
ratios, a correction factor of roughly three might therefore be
appropriate. Even after applying such a correction factor, the
relative risks for the eight symptoms singled out in the analysis
remain substantial. i
It must be emphasized that this is a study of perceived
health effects, and, as such, it cannot discriminate between
physiological and psychological factors mediating response.
Nonetheless, it is of interest that despite the study limitations
the  symptoms  which  emerged  from  the  analysis  significantly
associated  with  exposure  are  all  symptoms  which  have  been
I
previously associated with phenoxy herbicides and picloram in
reports to EPA under the Pesticide Incident Monitoring System.
Furthermore, the fact that reactors reported longer exposure
periods than the non-reacting exposed subects suggests a dose-
related effect. This is the first epidemiological study of the
acute  effects  of  community exposure to  these  herbicides  and
indicates  the  importance  of continued  monitoring  of  exposed
communi t i e5.
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EXHIBIT B
AERIAL APPLICATIONS
Applications vill be made by Contractor as specified in this
Contract and more particularly described below:
1.  Application A
Chemical
Tordon 101 mixture
Weedone 2,4,DP
Water
TOTAL
Amount/Acre
2 gallons
1 gallon
12 gallons
15 gallons
Acres
40A
2.  Application B
Chemical
Roundup
Water
TOTAL
Amount/Acre     Acres
3/4 gallon )
9k    gallon )      46
10 gallons)
The above applications will' be made by Contractor on the Waccaoiaw
Tract, FEE-307A & B, as shown on Exhibit A.  The above acreages
are approximate.  Actual acres sprayed vill be determined as
specified in Paragraph A, "Payment," of this Contract.
APPENDIX B
Incident  Investigation Report
N„C= Department of Agriculture
July 26, 1982
INCIDENT INVESTIGATION REPORT
l^Inspector(s)^f>/o £, /tn/Hi,-'^s: 2. Date
3.    Complainant:        7Kon\A^      U,    CjcktOSof^
Street or Rt, & Box:   PP Bo-^   / ^(e
City:  ?fTlrSbc^rT> ZIP Code: ^j^lZ
Telephone: Home Business ^j-S.— tQ)T(
4. Initial Source of Information:
3. Brief Description of Incident:
FOR RALEIGH OFFICE USE ONLY
Investigative No. ITX. 5?/C "^^o
Date of Origin ^3^e ^^.il*fSO^
Initial Source   •____________
Method of Contact
J-^^
File Name^QghA^spj6 . iS^-yyM)^
Completion Date VdX. Cp   n7'2^
jieriAj   a-ppiiCajTo/o   cT    f\eroiC(ae^    /J<?<ar-   dcAje/(/AJ^ s'^/^t/</^rtfv/^A-''s-,
6.    Date of Incident: £/vc/  tf-f  Njt^/og ^   /^fZ
7.    Location of Incident:  , , " . ^ /     ^ ^_>   ^       _^.
8.    Number of Samples: 7
x -I-
9. Inspector Sample No(s).
10. Description of Materials (Other than Samples) submitted with this report:
^XAJtkA^-
11.    Other Individuals Involved:
(Explain Involvement Belom { / // / /
under No. 14)   (yy;2-^-7 2r4) J^; (, ^   U/,   /. e e   ^^..fei  to)L /V^ /vf,^'c t^rff^ W.C .   ;*75'jJ7
(f'73-^ 'f//)C(\ar/e^   /4 .    ^ /j/e/ fio.^ie Cnsc^^e C'crO., ^^'^^x /^M^^fE^J^M'7 / y '        ;i7J7i
B^k   Va^o   T'/^ u.r-a -/ywi'~c ^; ./^^f. aJiI^cX ^ 7^J-Z^I'^
12. Person(s) who have requested final report:
13.  y\ttach Sample Transcripts.13.    A
14.   /Attach Detailed Report of Investigation.•/
1982
UJr^^T^K^cfcl-st Control Inspector or Specialist
YANCEY/LEE INVESTIGATION: I
On July 26, 1982, Melvin C. Nunn and John E. Hunter, III, visited
the gardens of Mr. Randolph Yancey and John W. Lee with Mr. Thomas L.
Johnson, District Health Department Director, P. 0. Box 126, Pittsboro,    i
N. C. 27312 (542-4641). Melvin and John reviewed the treatment area of
the Boise Cascade Corporation by traveling CR 1954, 1955 and 1956 with
Mr. Johnson.
At Mr. Yancey's garden Melvin Nunn and John Hunter obtained a       |
tomato and a squash sample. Mr. Yancey has not continued to work his
garden since the initial complaint therefore the weeds have outgrown the
garden plants except for the squash. Mr. Johnson pointed out some damage
on the weeds and other plants. A survey of the area revealed that a buffer |
path had been made around three sides of the Yancey property and no major  ^
damage was observed at this time to the various trees within this area while
most of the vegetation in the treated area was dead or dying to the point of
being brown in color.
An interview was conducted with Mr. Yancey's 12 year old son who witnessed
the spraying. He stated that a burgandy and white helicopter made 2-3 passes
over the area. At the time of the spraying, the young man was standing between
the house and the well. He said the helicopter did not go directly over the
house or him but he pointed up and eastward and said it went over the smoke
house. The smoke house is approximately 22 feet east of the well. This   {
indication could place the helicopter over the garden or over the spray area.
He stated that he was wearing a short sleeved shirt and long Jeans. He stated
that he wasn't wearing a hat. He said some white-like drops fell on him like .
rain and he noticed an odor. He said he did not experience any sickness.  i
A visit with Mr. Lee to his garden off CR 1956 revealed no major visible
damage but a genuine concern about whether he should eat the produce from his
garden. Mr. Lee's garden was in good shape and it was evident that he had ;
worked it. Samples were obtained of corn, tomatoes, peas, okra and cabbage.
Mr. Lee stated that there were a few spots on his corn (Silver Queen). He i
stated that the wind was from the West during the three or four days the spraying
occurred. He said that the scent was real bad on Sunday during the spraying and
that it was bad after a rain.
The Boise Cascade property line comes almost to the edge of his garden but
a buffer zone was left without treatment.
YANCEY/LEE INVESTIGATION
On Friday, August 6, 1982, John E. Hunter, III and Melvin C. Nunn
surveyed the Boise Cascade Treatment area in Chatham County, made photo¬
graphs and slides and discussed the labels and aerial regulations with
residents of the area at the home of Wilbur Bryant at the request of
Margaret Pollard. Copies of the labels of Tordon 101 Mixture, EPA Reg.
No. 464-306 and Weedone 2,4-DP, EPA Reg. No. 264-231 and copies of the
N. C. Pesticide Law of 1971 and aerial regulations were discussed and
left for the citizens for review.
John Hunter offered the assistance of the NCDA, Pesticide Section,
in routing questions submitted by the group to the proper agency for review
and response. Ms. Pollard said that they would develop a list of questions
and submit them.
The following laboratory results were discussed with Mrs. Yancey and
Mr. Lee:
No measurable amounts of picloram were
found in any of the samples.
No measurable amounts of 2,4-D were found in:
Yancey's Squash
Lee's Tomatoes
Lee's Okra
Lee's Peas
Lee's Cabbage
Samples of Yancey's tomatoes and vines and Lee's j
corn are still being analyzed. |
On August 9, 1982, John Hunter talked with R. W. (Bob) Tilburg,
Environmental Management, NR&CD (733-2314) about the citizen discussion.
On August 10, 1982, John Hunter called Mr. Charles Sibley and asked
permission to obtain a sample of Weedone 2,4-DP so that the laboratory
could use it for comparison in their evaluation of the garden samples.
Mr. Sibley said that a sample could be obtained.
XZgZ-S'^
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APPENDIX C
Letter
E. Umstead to R. Yaricey
July 9, 19S2
-...» ͣ
.;>S
^J*2^
JAMES A GRAHAM
COMM«SSIOMC«
WILLIAM G. PARHAM. JR.
OCnnv COMMISSKMEN
July 9,  1982
|le]sartii»nt of Agriculture
JEUleigli
27611
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION
DIVISION
L r. BLANTOM
CMMECTOM
II L GORDON
OCnjTV OmECTOK
Mr.  Randolph Yanrey
Route  1
Monruro, North Carolina 27559
Doar Mr. Yanrey:
On June 30, 1982, I was notified of possible herbicide damage to your
qnrden as a result of aerial spraying contracted by Boise Cascade
Corporation.  An inspection of your garden did indicate herbicide injury.
According to Charles Sibley, District Forester for Roine Car.cade, Cnnc Air
Incorporated. Post Office Box 5, Belle Rose, Louisiana, aerially appliedTortlon 101, EPA Reg. No. 464-306 and Wccdone, fPA Reg. No. 264-231 to adjnc;ontland.
It is my opinion that the damage to your garden was caused by vaporization
of the Weedone product after it uas applied. After reviexi/inq the labeln ofthe two products and talking to Mr. Sibley, it is not apparent that aviolation of the North Carolina Pesticide Law of 1971 occurred. HoM/ever,
this does not prevent you from seeking civil action to recover your losses,if an amicable agreement cannot be reached between the parties involved.
By copy of this letter, I am informing Cane Air of damage to your garden.If you have any further questions concerning this matter, please do nothesitate to contact this office.
Sincerely,
e^e A. m^tiJ
Erick C. Umstead
Pesticide Specialist II
EGU/csd
P.O. Box 27647
PESTICIDE SECTION
Raleigh. North Carolina 919-733-3556
Mr. Randolph Yancey
July 9, 1982
page 2
cc: Verlie R. Thornton, Contractor jCane Air Incorporated i
Post Office Box 5 '
Belle Rose, Louisiana 70341 i       '
Charles A. Sibley
Southern Pines District
Post Office Box 16
West End, North Carolina 27376
Tom Johnson
District Health
Post Office Box 126
Pittsboro, North Carolina 27312
APPENDIX D
Letter
Umstead to R. Yancey
October 6, 19S2
^ ͨ*I*«»,
JAMES A GRAHAM
COMMISSIONER
WILLIAM G. PARHAM. JR
OEKITV COMMISSIONE*
^tnit of ^ort[| (EaroHna
pepartnutti of Agriculture
JSiiletgli
27611
October 6,  1982
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION
DIVISION
L f Blanton
OIRECTon I
N I GORDON
OEPurir DIRECTOR
lit.  Randolph Yancey
Route 1
Honcurc, N. C.  27559
Drar Mr. Yancey:
Re:  1RU2-58
On June 30, 1982 we were notified of possible herbicide damage to
your garden.  An inspection of your garden by Erick G. Umstead and subse¬
quent review of the labels for Tordon 101 Mixture and Weedone 2,4-DP
revealed the possibility that the damage w&l- caused by the vaporization of
2,6-DPafter it was applied.
On July 26, 1982 we obtained samples of tomato vines, tomatoes and
squash from your garden for analysis. These samples were analyzed for
Tordon IDl Mixture (picloram and 2,4-D) and 2,4-DP. Measurable amounts
of these pesticides were not detected through analysis of these samples.
Our initial investigation revealed damage to your garden through
possible vaporization of Weedone 2,4-DP. Our analyses of the samples
neither ronfirmnor refute this opinion as the cause of the damage.
. If you have any questions regarding these results or need additional
information about the sample analyses, please contact this office.
Sincerely,
ao
'-/v^OC?//^-."^'
'John E. Hunter III
Assistant Pesticide Administrator
JEHrljj
cc:    Mr.  Thomas L.  Johnson
Mr. flelvin C. Nunn,  Pesticide Inspector
P.O. Box 27647
PESTICIDE SECTION
Raleigh. North Carolina 919-733-3556
APPENDIX E
Results o-f Lab Analysis
N.C» E)Bpartment of Agriculture
October 22, 1932
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION  DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. O. BOX 27647
RALEIGH. N. C.  27611
(919) 733-3556
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISSIONER OF AGHICULTUHE
DATE:
LAB. NO:
OFFICIAL SAMPLE:
EPA NO:
BATCH NO:
INSPECTOR:
DATE SAMPLED:
MFR. OR DISTRIBUTOR:
RETAIL DEALER:
lESULTS OF ANALYSIS:
Tomatoes
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
October 22, 1982 - Randolph Yancey
IR82-58A
Tomato Fruit and Vines
1
t
Melv/in C. Nunn
July 26, 1982                             '
•
Guaranteed %
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb
1 ppb
3 ppb
Found %
none detected
none detected
none detected
Tomato Vines
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
1 ppb
1 ppb
25 ppb
none detected
none detected
none detected
CONCLUSIONS:
^
sflnrtoi
*r^^:^Cy\
STIClbC ADMINI
NORTH  CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. 0. BOX 27647
RALEIGH. N. C. 27611
(919) 733-3556
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISSIONED Of AGfllCUtTUME
DATE- Uctober TL.  i98Z - - KandoiDh Yancev
LAB   NO- IRB2-58B
nppiriAi   <;ampi f- Squash
ppA r\|o-
BATCH NO-
INSPECTOR: Melvin C.  Nunn
DATE   SAMPIFD- July  26,   1982
MFR    OR   DISTRIRMTOR-
RFTAM    DFAI FR-
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS:
•
Squash
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP,  Butoxy ethyl
Guaranteed %
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb
1 ppb
ester                                                       3 ppb
Found %
none detected
none detected
none detected
CONCLUSIONS:
/y V__'   ^sTicibc AOMiNisnnCTON
i-^^-Cyiy
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. O. BOX 27647
RALEIGH, N. C. 27611
(919) 733-3556
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISStONER 0^ AGRICULTUWE
DATE:
LAB. NO:
OFFICIAL SAMPLE:
EPA NO:
BATCH NO:
INSPECTOR:
DATE SAMPLED:
MFR. OR DISTRIBUTOR:
RETAIL DEALER:
SULTS OF ANALYSIS:i
October 22, 1982 John W. Lee
IR82-58C
Tomato Fruit
Melvin C. Nunn
July 26, 1982
Tomatoes
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
Guaranteed % Found %
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb none de :ected
1 ppb none de :ected
3 ppb none de :ected
CONCLUSIONS:
7J \.^     PESTICIDC administHXtor
*oe<Ayi
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG  PROTECTION DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. O. BOX 27647 -
RALEIGH, N. C. 276n ͣ!
(919) 733-35S6
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISSIONill or AGNICULTURE
DATE:
LAB. NO:
OFFICIAL SAMPLE:
EPA NO:
BATCH NO:
INSPECTOR:
DATE SAMPLED:
MFR. OR DISTRIBUTOR:
RETAIL DEALER:
lESULTS OF ANALYSIS:
Okra
picloram
?,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
Guaranteed %
'"m
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb
1 ppb
3 ppb
October 22, 19ff2 - Oohrt W. Lee
IR82-580
' ͣͣ5
Okra
i
" -""" ͣ --M
ͣͣͣ:    ͣ '• ͣJ-,_- ͣ      -
Melvin C. Nunn ͣͣJt
July 26,  1982
ͣ ͣ -      "^ - -.:feiifl ͣ - ͣ     -^^
ͣ"    ͣ      ͣ ͣ ^  • ͣ       ͣ ͣ- A -JK-'
.0^'-^             .        ,
Found %
none detected
none detected
none detected
CONCLUSIONS:
5TICIDE AOMINIsfRXTOn
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG  PROTECTION DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. O. BOX 27647
RAtEIGH, N. C. 27611
(919) 733-3556
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISSIONED OF ACRICULTUflE
DATE:
LAB.  NO:
OFFICIAL SAMPLE:
EPA NO:
BATCH NO:
INSPECTOR:
DATE SAMPLED:
MFR. OR DISTRIBUTOR:
RETAIL DEALER:
ͣSULTS OF ANALYSIS:
Corn kernels
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
October 22, 1982 - John W. Lee
IR82-58E
Corn kernels
Melvin C. Nunn
July 26, 1982
Guaranteed % Found %
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb none detected
1 ppb none detected
3 ppb none detected
CONCLUSIONS:
// ^^.^   Ttsnciot administAXton ^"^
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. O. BOX 27647
RALEIGH, N. C. 27811
(919) 733-3556
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISSIONER OF ACRICUtTURE
DATE:
LAB. NO:
OFFICIAL SAMPLE:
EPA NO:
BATCH NO:
INSPECTOR:
DATE SAMPLED:
MFR. OR DISTRIBUTOR:
RETAIL DEALER:
SULTS OF ANALYSIS:i
October 22. 1982 - John W. Lee
IR82-58r
Green peas
Melvin C. Nunn
July 26, 1982
Guaranteed %
Green peas
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb
1 ppb
3 ppb
Found %
none detected
none detected
none detected
CONCLUSIONS:
// K.^    TESTlClOe aoministMtor
*Oi-CAy.
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND DRUG PROTECTION DIVISION
PESTICIDE SECTION
P. O. BOX 27647
RALEIGH. N. C. 27611
(919) 733-3556
JAMES A. GRAHAM
COMMISaONEH OF AGRICULTURE
DATE:
LAB.  NO:
OFFICIAL SAMPLE:
EPA NO:
BATCH NO:
INSPECTOR:
DATE SAMPLED:
MFR. OR DISTRIBUTOR:
RETAIL DEALER:
^SULTS OF ANALYSIS:
Cabbage
picloram
2,4-D
2,4-DP, Butoxy ethyl ester
October 22. 1982 - John W. Lee
IR82-58G
Cabbage
Melvin C. Nunn
July 26, 19B2
Guaranteed %
Detectable Quantity
1 ppb
1 ppb
100 ppb
Found %
none detected
none detected
none detected
CONCLUSIONS:
:_^ST1CI&E aomimistSxTor«<3g^<^:
APF'ENDIX F
Tordon 101 Label
.^*<:
v»**^
Vi.^',ctP
«Cf*
RESTRICTED USE PESTICIDE 7-I .
For rttiil MK to end UM only by Ccrtiliw) ApplicHors or pareons untftl Ihair diractauparvition and only tor thOM uia* co«arad by Ihe Ce'''''*' Apphca'oit conitication
IbrdonlOl
Mixtiiie
Active Ingtedipnts
richloropfCOlmic acid).
as the tfitsopfopanol amtnc sail 10 ?*bj^2.4 Dichlorophenoiyacetic Acpd   as (he |
tnisoptopanoi amine salt      ....... 39 6*'.fc
Inert Ingredienls                        ............. SQ7*J'
ACID EQUIVALENTS
Prdoram (4 ammo 3 S.6 Inchloropicolmic aci-, ,
Sr.   0 54!bgal j
2 4 Dtchlorophr-noiyacetic sctd    21 2°o   ? lb g»l iS,
EPA  Rpgistralion No   464 306        EPA  Esl  464 Ml-f
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
CAUTION
AVISO: PRECAUCION AL USARIO
S' .j'lW't; nn ipf ingit'b no usf psie t>'odur.lD hji^ta qti*? la
c'iqjc!ri k- ^a^a b'Cio cxp'icada flTipUflmpnir f,
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS f]'Haiards to Humans and Domestic Animals
HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED • CAUSES EYE INJURl -
MAY CAUSE SKIN IRRITATION fAvoid Contact Mith Eyes. Skin and Clothing « Waui'
We!: After Handling or Use • Keep Container Closed •
When handling concentrate weaf suitable eye       l j
proiection • Remove conlammaled clothing and wath
before reuse i
86.1160 PRINTED IN U.S.A. IN MARCH, 19M.
REPLACES SPECIMEN LABEL a6-1160 PRINTED IN FEBRUARY, 1984.
DISCARD PREVIOUS SPECIMEN LABELS.
REVISIONS INCLUDE:   HITHIN GENERAL INFORMATION SECTION TO ADD 'FOREST
PLANTING SITES: AND WITHIN ENVIRONHENTAL HAZARDS SECTION TO ADD A
SENTENCE USE WITH CARE WEN APPLYING .j^i AND TO INCLUDE A PARAGRAPHr,,.,..nr.    r.1  Pi.Ttur    TUTfOMlH    VBOV ^''^
I
STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT  11 in eyes.
Ilu ,• ͣ Ai'.^ pifHiv o! wdler  Gel mt'dicai alien!.on  lion
tshin. A.is^' wviih plonly of soap and waip'  go! medical
att  r.iion ii itfitaiion pe'Stsii H swallowed, mrtuce
vo ' 'idicj immediately by qivng two glasses ol wa!e' nnd
sti.niny linger down ihioal   Can a physician   Do not
incuce vomiting or g^vc anything by nioutti to an
un .onsnous t>erson
Physical or Chemical Hazards
COMBUSTIBLE Do Noi Use Of Slorp N^^a' Heat or Open
Fltj-ne  Do Not Cut o( Welri Contatner
Environmenlat Harardt
Dc nni ai:i(iy dirrcily !o any body rt vvalef   VKr a-U- ra-'-
w^^ ͣ'l .tpplytiq ,'1 ire.IS ri:1|,ii cnl ' ͣ' .iny t)udy d a \U'<   !)'
noi i.nn!,l-Tiir)aie waliV by r'raniny o' t'HJip'iienl Of
Ocpos.i' 0* A.iste^  Dn nnl hHow run ull (> ͣ '.p'-^y to
co^'af^imalc ifcg.iiion dilct^es c ^aler used tor
'ir'j.jdor or flomrsliC puf[)0SeS   Do not n..!'*!' an;''iC ,1!'0'
wt en ( I'Cui^'slancei 'avo' mtiver'cnl ftLini !r,',)trTH>nl
In case d an emergency endangering lite or properly
in\o!¥ing this product, call collect 517 636 4400
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL
Do Not Ship or Store with Food  Feeds Drug*
or Clothing
18.93 L/5 gal
simo
A^fSli>Btv»*of-^
^ooc';tO'«0
•ff*
OENER&i. INFORMATION '   'tORDON 101 tiAiiture weed and brutn killer it recommended i^icontrol ol un««nied annual and perennial broadleawed weedt andwoody plant* attd vinat on lorett planting tiles and non-crop a'eatincluding indutlritl manulacturing tnd tloragc met nghi-ol-Kortauch at electrical power tinti. communication lirMt. pipalmet tg*!-
wayt and railroad*Among the annual and perennial broadicanod weedi coniroilec btTOnOON 101 Miilurt are
aindwaod. FtoM OoMemod Nuah Metoloiiͣ•imetngbat HoraanaWe WeedCanal. Wild Knapweed toiatMaltoCMcery Mttkeraad tpuita. Ua«y0»»at Ptantoln •latWitalle, fetioaOandelten Prickty Lanuca TtittPat
naabana Ragwart Tanay IteldiAmoiig mt trootff pitnti and vine* conMMad by TOROON 101
Mnlura ace:
AaanUtva Pk. Kaltaiii
PotoanOak
•aaaalraa
taytwaedMatkbany
ͣrachan rtm
ͣulleafetiMi
vtrailf
Do«i|laanr
Hnofy
Henaytiiclria
Kadiu
Lacual
Mapla
Oak
i
TmipPoptai
WHdRoaa
DIRECTIONS FOR USEM It a violation ot Federal law to uta H<it product in a manntt
kKontitttnl with Mt labelingUta TOROON 101 Mittutt wttd and bruth killer pt latat ol V2 to 3gallont par acre <o control broadleavad weed* and at rate* ol 1 to 4Siltona pet acre to control woody plant* and vinat. TOROON' 101iituta may be tank mixed with GARlON* 4. GARlON 3A Herbicidtt.or 4 tbigat 2.4-0 low volatile e*tert to control mined woody plant andvine tpacia*. tWhan lank mi>ing. obaerve all pracaulton*. directiont.and limilationt on both ptoduct* labeling In tN caae* uie theamount* tptcttiad in enough waltr to givt thorough and unitormcoverage of the planti to be controlled Nela: TOROON101 Miilurt
doat not mi* readily with oil.
OBSERVE AU USE PRECAUTIONS USTEO ON THIS
LABEL. MGH VOLUME LEAF-tTCM TREATMENT: Uta TOROON 101 MimureM Ihe rato ol 1 gallon in water lo make 100 gallon* ol tptty to controlbroadleavad weed*. vine* and other woody ptoni* To control awioetrange of plant ipcciat. fflin 1/4 to 1(2 gallon ol TOROON 101 MatureWith 1/4 to 1/2 gallon of OARLON 3A. GARLON 4 ot 4 lb/gal 2.44> tow-volatile etttr and diluW to make 100 gtiion* ol tptay t^i tflt' Itit•otitgt it well developed and in a manner to give thorough tprayeovetaga Fot woody planlt. upto6to>laatMtl.utta drenchingtpray and wat an toava*. Mem*, and toot collai* For hard-lo-leNspecie* (uch a* ash and oak apray. even at minult amount* ol *priydrill, to coniict dttirabi* btoadlett plant*, and do not toak lh< *ail
over root* ol auch plants
LOW VOLUME •ROADCAtT GROUND OR AERIAL FOLIAGE TREAT¬MENT: Fot mate uta* Iht taquired amount el TOROON 101 MiituiaShould be apptiad In a tout tpray voluma ol S lo SO galton* pet tci*.depending upon Ihe plant species, height and density ol growth. TMptttortad votutna tanga ia 15 to SO galtons par aoo.ͣiaa«aavad Aiwoal and Petannlal Weed and Weedy Vine CaaUM:Use TOROON 101 Miduie weed and brush kiltor al tales ol 2 quant to igaltons pat aoa In IS to SO galtons ol a watat sptay miniura ApPhr toptoMem weeds and vines any time attor growth begms in the springand tale in tummar di toll. Fat aeaaonal conlial ol vigorously gteixingttond* ol litW bindwetd. Ctnada thittto or mlMura* ol thata withauscepiibie annual weed* tuch a* ragweed, dandelion, pianitin,ctovert and dock use 2 to 3 guarlt ol TORDON101 Miitur* per acre in1$ lo SO gaik>n* ol wtter sprty In aiW areet and fot control of atot*lotltlaiil petenntot weedt utt 1 to 3 gallon* ol TORDON 101 Muturapel acre m IS to SO gallon* ol *pr*y Uta 1 to 1S gallons pei acre tocontrol species such as Canada Ihiaiie. Imk) bindweed and milkweed.The higher rate* should be used under drought stress condniont andtot the mote resistant species such as bouncingbal. ttsly tpvrgt.totdtlti and woody vinas Tht sptcHum ol tctivtty can be improved
by tank mi>ing I'i to 1 gallon ol TORDON 101 Miaturt vnth 1/3 to 1gaiion ol GARLSM 3ik or 1 to 3 quant ol GMtLON 4 pei kkWaody Ptoni Control: Ut« TORDON I0i Mntuia ai th* rait ol i to 4galiont per acre in 15 io 50 galiont ol a wilti spiay mutura Fatsuacepllble aeedting alagei ol tpcciet tuch as atpen cherry andtumac use 1 to 1 S galiont ol TOROON 101 Molurc per acre in 15 to 50galiont ol a water apiay mmure Fet aate mtlute and/or lettauacepUbto tpectos such at Poison oak. biackberriet. Oougiat In.willow, butlonouth. black locutt sastatrts sumac tulip popIS' andcheiry use 2 to 25 pellont ol TORDON 101 Miituie per acre m 15 to 50gallons ol a water tpray muturaFet aiore realatant btuah tuch at maple, pine sounvood btackgum.cedar and oak where growing on heavy cMy tout or on rocky terrainute 3 to 4 galiont ol TORDON 101 Mature weed and brush killei peiacre tn 15 to SO galtons ol a water sptay mature Ute tht hignei raitandvolume.where the foliage ol morediHcult lo kill biusn it coveredwith dense trine grovrth To improve Ihe spectrum ol spccict control¬led. 1 to 2 galloris ol TORDON 101 Mnlurt per tcre can be tank minedwith 1/210 2 galton* per ac re ol GARtON 3A. GARLON 4 ot 4 Ib/gai 2.4-D low-volatile eater Nela: For bast aasults under conditiort* oldrought stress use the higher rales tecommended Even these tstesunder such conditions may not be as atlaclive as the tower ratesunder good gtowing condiltonsCUT tURFACE TREATMENTS: In lorett and other nondrop area* tokill unyinntad tree* ol hardwood species such es elm. maple, oak andconiler* tuch as pine apply TORDON lOi Miatute. eithet undiluted ordiluted in a 1 to 1 tat lo with wtitr. as dittcttd below
WIthTtea Inledei Method: Application ihouW be made by iniectmg1/2 milliliter ol undiluted TOROON 101 Miiture ot 1 aiiliiliter ol thediluted tolution through Iht bark it etftrvilt ol 3 ea^het betweenedge* ol the injector v>ound The iniection* should completelysurround Ihe tree at any convenient heightWlh FrW or Oltdle Method: Make a single girdle thtough the barkcompletely around the tree at a convatvant height. IMttIhe cut surtace
with Iha diluted aolulton.
StuaipTraatmanI: Spray or paint to wet the cut surfaces ol freshly cutslumps or stub* with TORDON 101 MiMutt undiluted ot diluted 1:1 inwetet. All ol Itie cambium area neat to Pie bark it the mott vital area
towel.
Tht above method* may be used succestlutly at any latton eiceptduting periodt ol heavy sap How ol cetain species such as maplet otdunng drouthy periodt Untreiled mes within a tiw feet ol thetreittd trtts or stumps may be iniuradot killed.
USE PRECAUTIONSUse this product only as specitied ontkis label Obeene eny specialuse and application restriction* and tarnations, itickiding matliod olapplication and permissible areas of use as promulgalad by state
authorities
Da Nat Contaminate Watat Inltndtd tor Mgalea ar DatnetMcPwpoaat. To avoid iniury to crops ot ather desiriMt ptonts, do nottreat or attow spray drift or run-off to M onto innerbanks or bottomsol irrigation ditches, either dry or conlamingwalar.ai other channelsthai carry water that may be used tor imgaiion or doietstic purposesDo not contaminate nontarget land aieas ot ctoptaadOe not Apply ot Otherwiaa PermM TORDON 101 MWure ar SpraytContaining TOROON 101 Mialura to Centect Crept ar Olhai Detlra-Me Braadleat Plania including but not limited to aHalla. beans,cotton, grapes, melons, peas, potataas. saHlower. loybeans. sugarbeet*, sunllower. tobacco, tomatoes, and other negetsble crops.Powers, fiuil plants, ornamentals ot shade tree*Avoid ln|uitoua Spray Drlfl: Apptications should be made only whenthere is littto or no haiatd ftom sptay dtifi vary smaP quantities ol -spray, which may not be visiblt. miy seriously eiiure susceptibleptonts Oo not spray wttan wind ia btowing toward ausceptiMc cropsor omamantei plants near enough toPe injured II ia suggested that acontinuous smoke column at or tear trie sprey ale or a smokegenerator on Ihe spray equipment be used lo delect an movementlapsa conditions, or lemperaiuit invarsions (stabit Mr) II the smokelayers or indicates a potential of Itantdous sptay dnli. do not sptayAartot AppHcalton: For aerial appkcalion on righttol-way or otherareas near susceptible crop*, use NALCO-TROL* driii control addi¬tive es recommended by Ihe mamitacturer or apply through theMiCROFOlL* boom or equivalent drHt control aysiam. Thickenedipreys prepared by using high vitcotity invert syttMna or other driftredigna systems may be utilaed H aiey are made at drift-tree as aremi^^Aconlaining NALCO-TROL or applicatioia made with theMtO^PblL boom. II a sptay thickaning agent it and. toltow all uta
recommcndationt and pi»caui<ont on mc product label Do r^ol ute atriickening ageni vriih in« MiCOf Oil. boom oi oihei tytiemt thai
cannot accommodii^ Ih.c- tp^aysWith aiicrelt dnh can B* i*t»ned by applying a coarte tp'ay byusing no more than 30 pounds tpray pietture ai Itte notiiet by utmgSIreighi stream minct dnecied tliaignt back l>y utmg a tpiay Boomno longer then 3/4 the roloi or wing length by Spraying only whenwind velocities are low or by using approved dnh control system'Tiaaemark ol NALCO Chemical Company*trademaik ol Union Carbide Agricullural Cttemrcet DivisionGround Equipment: To eid m reducing tpray drift TORDON lOtMinture should be used m thickened (high viscosity) sprey mnturetutmg NALCO-TROL dnh control additive or equivalent at directed byIhe manulactuiei With ground equipment, spray drill can be reducedby keeping Ihe sprey boom et low at possible by eppiying 20 gallonsor more of spray per acre by using no more irian 30 pounds tprtyingpretture with large droplet producing noilte tipt. and by tpraymgwhen wind velocity it tow  Do not apply with hollow cone-typeinteciicide or other noiiles that produce a Ime droptot sprayNigh Voluma Laaf-Stam Tiaatnani: To mtnimne spray dnh do notuse pressure eaceeding SO psi al the spray nonia and keep spreys nohigher than brush tops NALCO-TROL thictanmg agent or equivalent
mey be used lo reduce spray drillConifer planting Intorvato vary. Pints ptaniad sooner than si> monthsaher treatment with TORDON 101 may be iniurad m Ihe south or westol Ihe Cascade Mouniems Other conitort. vrest ol Ihe CascadeMountains, may be miured it planted sooner than • to • months aheitreatment FOr all conilets. the waiting pertod between trtatmant andplanting should be 11 to 12 months in the area between the Cascadeand Rocky Mountains and (10 B months m the Lake Stales and ine
Northeastern USDo net move treated aoll to ather areaa. Oo not use it to grow ptanitunless adequate sensitive bioassay or chemical tests show that nodetectabto pictoram is pnNant in the tod.
STORAGE AND DISPOSALProMMItont: Do not conuminata vnlar. tood or toad by storage or
disposal Open dumping is prohibited.Pesbclda DItpotal: Pesticide wattts aratosic Imptoper disposal oleacess paslicida. spray mialura. or rinsaW it a violation ol FederalLaw II these wastes cannot be disposed ol by use according lo labelinstructtons. contact your State Paslicida or Environmental ControlAgency, or the Hazardous tWasta represanlativa at the nearMt EPA
Regional Ollice tor guidance.Rinse application equipment after uta. at toatt three timas with eater.and dispose ol rinse wator in a non-croptond area away from vater
tupplias.Containor DIapoaal: Oo not ra-uea conuinars lor TORDON 101Miatura tor any purpose Puncture and dispose of in a sanitary tondlillor by oilier approved stole and local procadurotGanoral: Consult taderat. state or local disposal authorities tor
approved alternative proeadurat.ͣa euro thai uaa al (Ma product canferaia la aN applicable
logutatlana.NOTICE: Seltor warrants that the ptoduct conforais to iu chemicaldescripiton and is reasonably fit tor Ihe purposes staled on the labelwhen used m accordance with diractiona unrtor normal conditions oluse. but neither this warranty nor any other warranty ot MERCHANT*-BILITV OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, aiprtts orimplied, aatendt to the use ol this product contrary to tobei mstruc-tiorvs. or under atmormal conditions, or under conditiont not rea¬sonably foreseeable to sailer, and buyer assumes the risk ol any
tuch uaa.
US Patent No 3.2tS.a2S
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10Mfr«10-1
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
Midland. Michigan 48640 U.S.A.
* Tradamark ot THE DOW CHEMIC^^OMPANY
AF^'PENDIX   6
Weedone   2,4-DP   Label
WEED0NE14DP
WOODY PLANT HERBiK
Controls mixed brush pn Hignways, Rail¬
roads and Utility Rights<)f-wafJ|Also controlssolid stands of post, blackjac)^! sand shin-   \\h
nery oak, and sandsage.
CAUTION: keep out of reach
side panel for additionai precau
ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
2AOicMoroph8noxypropionio add,
INERT INGREDIENTS....... f
9F CHILDREN.
^ ary statements.
Mtir*
*2-4-DlchlorophtK)xypropfc»nte acid equlvalaiil—17 fbJqal or
41.5%/wt
UNION CARBIDE AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
AMBLER PA. 19002^
CUNTON, lA ͣ ST. JOSEPH, MO V FREMONT. CA
40.9%
^3-
EPA REG. No. 264-231
? ͣ (A) (S) (n)
EPA Est. 264-PA-1. 284-M0.1. 264<:A-1
^lEEOCm 2.4-OP Woody Ptoit HartMda w« conM miad bruift alongiMIy rlgMs-af-«ay. Ngtiways, raNnadi. dE*agi(baM and IMnaks: including post oak. blackjaA 0*. wl* oak. sand shinnary 0*. rsd Oik. pta^iitam. swKhaga. atn, and sknHir spadas. as «al a> sold s&nds ol post oak. biackjKk oak. sand sNnnary oik aid!RUME STEM METNOO
T)* Is tta staidad maOMd for Ngh vohiffls sprays atong lincarows. NgbMys and utMy rlgMs-ot-w^S«k brush composad of mtad spacin. Apply spriy IB bom k«iga a<d sarns of al ptants fnm tha lima h«agi is f^ͣ pMs bagk) to go domanl. For iflidlM conkol. al laaMa. stons and suckars must ba tbanwgMy wat to ground ta. Somngrwli may ba oipactid on niistMil spadai, sudi as ask. mapla. oak and psrsinmwi.
lb conM ffltad brush, add 1 galai d WEEDONE ^4-OP Woody nait Harbktt to 99 gakm of MiR Mh lli^^tag. Apply 100 to 300 giMm ol spny mum pir ao*.
Up to 5 g*m ol 01 p» 100 gUMi ffliy ba akM to ttaaa ipi^ mfeduna.
RMUMMO ON-TMCK AmJCXnON «For uaa wim M Oll«aA-SKM* spray applcalv fflountod on HHW aqulpma*. usa 3 gatna WSDONE* 2.4^V \Mody r^Udda la 2S-S0 galoto o( tnla par aera. Fflr addid Ml conkii add 2-2.5 oz. Lo^Mlw spray addNM In iKii 2V50 gitai elMiK If Mgtar total spray vokima ai na«M. da not apply man twi 3 galan WEB)OIC* 2.4-V Wbody PM HabU*
For aaW ^ipaadon to ml»d brush aking uflMy rigM-oNaK ippiy ^3 g*ns ol WGEIXME* 2.4-OP W^to 30 gatana ol «aMr pa ten. Ona gafon ol full d may ba aktod.
Apply tha spray only ttwough aquipRwni daslgnid to prwkti tllicAa drtit control. A Iwloapta mountod MICROHXL* tppfcaa CfoOar squlpmant mat prwMas aqulMlant drift control Is facommmdtd.
SOUO STMOS OF OAK M SMiOSAflE
Apply chamlcals witti tlxsd wing or iMkoopMr akcrilt uskig 5 gallons ol spray mWuri pa acra. Spray wfan platti baa |uMdiMtapad ful sUsd laavas. «»twn sod motstura Is sutthMH lor good growing condffions. wtian riMK« humktty Is lilgli. and wtodvaocMas art lass than s mta par hour. Spray saason normaly runs from aarly May to mU-Juna In Taxai, CaMomla and Naa MaMand tnm mid-l^ to aarty July In Oklahoma and northward.
AMOUNTS PBI ACIIC
WEEOONE Oi «*tor .   „    •Typasfll Brush________________2,4-0PQt». Gaaona GHaw Banala_______________Post«BtocktKk Oak 2 1/2 4 Rt-inaiaM2ndy«rw»1<f:pvacnSaid Shkwary CBk 1/2 1/2 43/8 RtHiaal tha 2nd ytar wMi»<[L par acraSaidaaga 1/2 1/2 4 3/8
Aerial spraying ia a spsdabail job. Sacijra (|uaMM tachnkai aukl^picatar. Becora iarriJIiar wim stata lavvs gowrning tfn applca&on of hertk:kta. Do nol u^possitila spray drift may Injura valuaMa crops or plants.
TO PRBM^ A SPMY: Add ttib product to ttto primer atrxut of ol, If any, and mix tfxxoi^to 0« requkad amount of watar wtilto agitaMng continuiusly. THi material fonns an tmmn In watar-nol a sokiftii.f^ovidB agltatkn to prsvent sdparatkin and insum a uniorm spray mbdurB.
AEMALOW SmUNO AiVUCATION TO COKmOL MiXB) BRUSH MCLUOMQ COMFBIS ANO ROOT SUCXENMSfficcs ON unuTY. MUJttAo ANO tmimt Krnn^w-mt ano r»ceNiws:
Wlara rad rnapto. conlfirs and raot-suckarlng spadas such as sassafras, sumac. Mack tocud or parslmmon art tha n^ pitM^uia 1 to 21« gMkm WEEIMNE 2.4-OP Woody Rait HarbkAto in contjinadon with 1 to 2V^ galons AMOON101V Torttn* 101 lia-Udda mkdwi or ki combkialkM wWi 3 to 0 pk«i AMOON K or Tordon* K terbKkla. Okjta with water and ]«iply M a taU spraywAma at IS te SO galons par acra. Uss kMw rates to control brush on saidy soils or coarsa sdb w«h susoapdbte spadaa such asssadhg aipia. chany. wMm aid sumac. Usa Mghw ratas to control brush on day soHs or llna sods or rocky tarr* wtoi more iHte-bM spadaa such aa rnapte. oak. pkia aid radcata. Whan making tha spray motuf*. akt WEEOOIIE 2.4-OP to tt« rajiAad miMlol water whia agkakig tha rntrbira te tha spray bM. Than add tha AMOON 101 ol AMOON K white oingnuing agitebon. (Do not n*contateates ol WEEDOWE 2.4-0» wkh cwmaaaaa d AMOOW 101 or AMOON K ) Aartal appVcatkm ol tha tank mbdura shouU bamads only wkh a hoHcopta mountod MICnOFOIL* applcator or an squipmaflt system providing equlvaltnt drift contrd. Ground Vf*-catkins to contrd brush on railroad or utility rlghts-d-way should be made only with the OiRECrASP«A» spray appteator or an squ0-ment system pnjviding equivalent dnft control Do not usa these tank matures on drainage ditchbanks or nre(x«aks. Observa alrestrtcttons. precautions and limitations on ihs laOeilng d each product used m tank mixtures.
'Trademark d tha Oow Chemtcai Company
lENTAL HAZAfiO
t IS iQwc 10 iisii. fteise spray ((^iipmanl and conlalnori and dlipaitollk|^wiM|toipiBlllQr^^MUtr supplies and desiraUa vegeMoo. Kwp owl of any ba|^ of fH^r.;'.; <;;, ^. i-Ai'/0^^^'^^'>f'^^iwhenrunoflBUuHylooccMr.'     ,    -^ : ͣ ^; V :. i'^.v''-^^ \,|'--/^-'v;/iiO^
CAUTION
Harmiui it swallowed. Amm contact w|tti eyes, ikin and ctolMng.
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZ
This product i
away liom water i
Do not apply \
DWECTIONS FOB USE .   ^> • K-^V^^if?     .Do not apply WE£OON£ 2.4-OP Woody Plan! HerUdde near, diracdy to. or panMI ipr^ nM »(Ml onlp GOOon. i*ra.'flnpp«loriuioes. truit uees. vegeiat>ies. flowers or ociw desirable crop or gnumenw pianto wMdi are tuicepilbto to 2.4-OP ^^small quantity ol WEEMNE 2.4H)P Woody Flam Herbkade wi cauM sevwi injury (taring ttacontacied by WE£0(ME 2,4-OP Woody Hani Horbii:lda sprays or spray drift nay be UM or wfltr lignl^sive quality and yield reduction. Do not apply wtwn Mwattwr contWom iarar drW from target ant-y;;'- ..;.'';^^^;4>:-:v^Oo not use the same spray equipmem for other purpQsai unlesi thoroughly deanad. 00 na( oontaniinato krHiattan dl^^ed lor domestic or irrigation purposes especially in antt whara grapaa, oqlton, tmM* ar olliv f|^^use in a greenhouse. .' ͣ ..--^^^^ f-^ ͣ:./ ͣ[ ͣ''^ ͣ' ͣ'^' ͣ-r:}-.*^:^''':^^/^^%f^
Oo not graze dairy animals on treated areas Mfithin 6 waali* aftor applicfllpn-(to M gn^weeks 01 slaughter: •    ' ͣ,,.;;:,/:';'V  ͣ: ͣ;'•' ͣ;;;• ^^;;'l*^•; ͣͣ' ͣͣ: ͣ'^'•'ftvV?;>;;!«Do not apply when a lemperaiure air inverskm exists. Such a condittan to CttoraiMad by Wto or M air nu^^air temperature with an inaease in height. In humkt ragkm a tog or oitoi may tami. An invartlan may ba datoctod by pnDduciag ismoke column and checking lor a layering aflact If quiattana IpM pfrtilnirif IB Vm fidlitnpf tf M^impitoo gmHl.1weather servicas before making an applk:^. ^; :/.-^,'- ' ͣͣ , ͣ-',v.^;-.;,; y •,• ͣͣ?;; i.;, ͣ:/.'' ͣ<i:;{.>>\<'^^Use coarse sprays to minimize drift. Do not apply with iwllow cona-lypa inaacOcM or otiMr naz2toa that p(^^Do not apply when any wind IS bkMing toward tuscepllbto cropa or valuabto plantt. Drift lioffl aaiW agplfallll^(1) applying as near to the target as possibto In order to obiato conraga: (2) by utlng 20 pounda piaaiun or laai'al Itto niRto flpi(3) by usiiig ruzzies which produce a coirM spray pattern; (4) by spraying onty wiian ttw wind valoc% to ifH t^(5) by applying sprays at kM pressure and high volume, (6) by applying & v Otoif gaiona (t ipray BfT ^y<i>;^w4--:;.'^Onti from graund appNcaflea may be reduced by: (1) keeping the tpcqr aa near to Itto targit aa poaaibto in order to ottfingpini^coverage: (2) by applying 25 gallons or more of spray per a(»: (3) by tiling no mra Oton 20 pounda ol pniaiirf at Ota noi^(4) by using nozzles whKh produce a coarse spray paOem; am) (S) by applying ipray; at tow pmawi ind ^!Wl|nK^^^Under very high temperatures vapors from this product n)ay Inkua tUfCip|itf|t ptonH in ttto iDtoPllpto f^f^'-'M-^^^W^^STORAGE AND DISPOSAL ^V::•:^v•:%if :'':^f/:^^,yfVM,^fP^Do not coniaminaie water, food or feed by storage, disposal or ctoaning of equ^vnant. Do not ttort tm tfiy pNli(Ml0, MM^JRumers. food or leedstuffs. Open dumping is prohibltad. Do not rauaa eontaifiar. pq npl <)gn).\i?]; >M^y' ͣͣͣͣ^'•'i!^-^^^'^Pesticide, spray mixture or rinsaie that cannot be used or cheniicaily lapracpeMf aiwuld^#tfaM'l«'M(9^n«al^fjTPMd Vpesticides or buried in a sale place away from wator wppHat.. •:   "'-,'. '"^"-.^ .=:'y ; ͣ',-.' :..->:-. - ͣ' ͣ••.v.S'i^' i,v^j{J^l*i5^Triple rinse container (or equivalent) and offer lor racyllng. rKondl)ton|n(|;'(|r lli(pdUf|||p(!lf^Consult federal, suta or kical disposal authorllies for approved alMmatlM |if«i«dM^}*fv^-J^t"^^^^^Local conoiiions may affect the use of herbk^kles. Consult your Stato ^)ricultura Expedmapt SMRl'^ A^jviii^' ft&<tiiwVWeed Specialists lor advice in selecting ireaintent from thia laboi to bait |ti tacal aml/i9iin.:^<ty>^:m^^^Be sure that use at this product conforms to all applkable iawi, rulei and ragulatkma. Cartain itato( liwa mbicHbmapplicaii
them exactly
UIMiTED
The manulacturer warrants (a) that this product oonfomia to tha chamicai daaolpltan on tha label: (b) Itiat tbto pradud latit lor the purposes set forth in the directkins for use when It la used to accordancp witti aucii d|mail«np; arid (C) M ««warnings and other sutemenis on this label are based upon.responilbto axperti' tnfciatton of raaaoinbto i«til Ol eNacttoann^iitoxk:ity to laboratory animals and to plants, and oi resMuaion food cropi, and upon reports of ftoU axparianca. Taito ItoM mtmade on ail varieties or in al stales or under all condlttom. THE lilANUMCTURER NEITHER MMICES NOR INTPIOS, NORAUTHORIZE ANY AG£NT OR REPRESENTATIVE TO MAKE, ANV OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR mPUEO. AND IT ~'EXCLUDES AfJD OISCUIMS ALL IMPUEO VMi^RANTIE^ OF l«EWivC[A«fAX f'l'^f)W^'f%Afff^^\Pi^'This warranty does not extend to, and tha Buyer thaH ba totoly reipqnslbia tar, itny and li ioii ttr diniMvMi Mdi QIRol this product in any manner whk* Is InconsistonI with t|to l^ttoi d^racllona. wpings jf 9i>!9!ll)^WSM!>'A''i^*^''^-.BUYER'S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AND MANUFACTURER'S OR SELLER'S EXCLUSIVE LIABIUW. KHfANir^^^i^^LOSSES. DAMAGES. OR INJURIES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR HANOUNC OF THIS PflOOUCr..WHETHER OR NOfICONTRACT NEGLIGENCE. STRICT LIABILITY IN TORT OR OTHERWISE. 8HAU QE UMfTEO, ATTi^i MANUf^kCTURER'STO REPLACEMENT OF OR THE REWYMENT OF THE l^jRCHASE PRICE FOR.THE QUANTITY OF PflflOljlCJ'JWWWHICH DAMAGES ARE CUIMEO. IN NO EVENT SHAU MANUFACTURER OR SEUiR 00 UABUEKMSRB^V"""SEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESUJiNG FROM TH| MSE Q{| HAI<()MM9.(i1n{9i))<9)U^FORM NO. 2111 - r 240 CrX.
APPENDIX H
Questi onnai re
Environmental Health Study
Consent for Participation
Researchers at the UNC School of Public Health and theNorth Carolina Division of Health Services are doing an environmentalhealth study. The study is being done to examine the relationshipof certain environmental factors to health conditions.
that: I agree to be in the study and to be interviewed.  I understand
1) The questionnaire asks about my health, environment, andcertain biographical information.
2) All responses will be held confidential. My name willnever be linked to my answers.
3) I am free to drop out of the study at any time;  I canrefuse to answer any questions. i
If I have any questions about the study, I may call Paige Tolbert,N. C. Division of Health Services, at (919) 733-3410.
Date
Participaht's Name
Participant's Signature
Field Interviewer's Signature
DHS 3174  7/83
Env. Epl. Branch
"^ ͣ1
QUESTIONNAIRE
Date
Study Subject Name
(first) .        (middle)
Respondent Name (if different from study subject)
(last)
(first) (middle)        (last)
If answering for someone else, what is his/her relation to youV
son 01
02
03
04
niece OS
daughter nephew 06
grandson other
DKgranddaughter 08
R 09
Study Subject Age (years)
DK
R
Year of Birth
08 DK
09 R
p8
09
Sex M
01 02
Race White
Black
Native American
Other ________
DK_____
R
specify
01
02
03
08
(,9
I.  Residence History
1. Current Address;
2. Current Telephone Number: Chonie)_
(work)
3. How long have you lived at this address? (years)
Interviewer: Ask Question 4 if subject has lived at
_____________current address less than two years.
4.  For the last two years, list other towns or counties where you
have lived, beginning with the most recent:
1)
2)
3)
II. Employment
1.  Are you currently:  employed/         01
!
i
looking for work
upemployed
07self employ 53""
in school         02 08
in school/employed  03
pre-school        04
retired          05
a homeraaker
other
_ 09
handicapped       06
2.  If employed, what is your present occupation?
DK
R
_ 5^
_ 99
3.  Describe  the kinds of work you do at this job:
ͣ   *
—
,
Employment address:
How long have you worked there? (years)
6.  Ro you like your job?  yes ___^Ul
no    02
UK
R
08
09
1)
2)
3)
A)
5)
6)
7)
Interviewer: If subject worked at current job less
than ten years or is not currently
_____________employed ask Question 7._____________
7. What other jobs have you held for at least a year over the last
10 years? f.ist the most recent first and work backward):
Years
(dates)
Position
Did you like this job?
Description
Yes No DK
01 02 08
Name of Company
(if applicable)
09
Have you ever been exposed at work to anything that was poisonous
or made you sick? (For example, asbestos, solvents, cotton dust.
pesticides.)
yes ____     01 DK        08
no 02 09
-4-
If yes:        Type of Substance      Approx. Dates (years)
(be as precise as possible)
1.
2.
3.
4.
9.  Do you have any hobbies?
yes ___
no ___
DK___
R
If yes, what are they?
From: To:
ͣ
ͣ -   1-
!
01
02
08
09
Are chemicals, paints, lacquers, glues, or solvents used?     j
yes ____ 01
no _____ 02
DK _____ 08
R 09
Is so, which ones?
III.  Education and Marital Status
1.  Have you been to school?  Yes 01 No 02 DK 08 R 09
If yes,
2,  how many years of schooling have you completed?(Circle last year completed)
none.........0
12345678
9 10 11 12
12
12 3 4 5 +
elementary .....
high school.....
technical school . ,
college.......
DK ____
R  ____
3* Have you had any vocational, professional or graduate training?
yes ____
no ____
DK____
R  ____
If so, what type?___________________________________'
^" What is your marital status?
married ____   01
widowed ____   02
divorced____   03
IV.  Medical History and Health Habits
1«  When vou or someone in your fa
clinic you ordinarily go to?
yes ____
no  ____
DK  ____
R
1^
03
P4
Ql
02
OB
09
separated 04
never married ok
DK 08
R op
k, is there a doctor
i
or
01
02
08
09
-6-
2. Do you have checkups regularly? (at least once every 2 years)     i
yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ ͣ, ^^9
3. About how often do you seek medical attention (including check-ups)?
once a month       ____
once every 2 months ____
2 times a year     ____
once a year       ____
once every few years ____
rarely ____
never ____
DK____
R
4. Are you on any medications?     yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ "        08
R____ ^9
If yes, which medications? ________________________
5. Do you now or have you ever smoked tobacco? yes _____ 01
no _____ (^2
DK ____ 08
R____ ^9
-7-
Interviewer;  If subject is a smoker, ask questions_____________5  Ca) through Cf) •_________________
a) When did you start? age
DK
R
Have you now stopped?b3 yes
no
DK
R
If yes, when did you quit?    Age
DK _
R  _
c)  What type of tobacco do (did) you smoked
Cigarettes?        yes
no ____
DK
R  ____
If yes, what brand(s)? _________
. filtered? __
non-filtered?
Cigars-
Pipe?
yes
no
DK
R
yes
no
DK
R
01
02
08
09
01
02
08
09
98
99
01
02
08
09
98
99
01
02
08
09
-8-
d)  If you smoke(djcigarettes, how many packs/day do (did) youusually smoke?
occasional, less than h pack/day ____   01
h  pack - 1 pack/day ____    02
lJs-2 packs/day ____ 03
more than 2 packs/day ____    04
DK ____ Q8
R  ____ 09
e) If X- -k^ciga,s.^Ko„ .any do (.id, you „,„,,,, s.oke each
DK
R
f) I£ you smoke (d) a pipe, estimatrefinrrl. ^ pipe, estimate the usual number of piperetills per day:  (refills/day)
DK
R
08
09
08
09
-9-
Interviewer:  If study subject is a woman ask
questions in Part V. Reproductive
History .  Remind respondents that they
_____,________ran  vp.fuse.  to answer any questions.
V.  Reproductive History
1. How many children have you had?
2.  How many pregnancies have you had?
For each please state the outcome of the pregnancy:
Therapeutic NowYear   Premature  Term  Miscarriage  Abortion Living01     02      03 04  " yes noPregnancy ft 1 05  06
Pregnancy # 2
Pregnancy # 3
Pregnancy # 4
Pregnancy # 5
Pregnancy # 6
Pregnancy # 7
Pregnancy # 8
Pregnancy # 9
Pregnancy # 10
3. Have you ever taken or do you take birth control pills? ;
yes
01
no
02
08
DK
R
09
If yes, for how long? (^^^^^^^
DK
98
R
99
-10-
VI.  Pesticide Exposure
Now I'm going to ask you some questions about your experiencewith pesticides. By pesticide, I mean a liquid, powder, pellet or sprayused to kill bugs, weeds, rodents, or other pests.
ͣ        .     I
1. Have you ever hired an exterminator? (e. g-, for roaches, termites,
mice, ants.)
yes  '
no ____
DK____
R
If yes, what was the pest, do you remember the name of thepesticide used and when?
1)
Pest Pesticide Date(s)
(years)
How often?
2)
3)
4)
-11-
2.  Do you personally use any pesticides in vour home or on your land?(for example, roach killer. Raid, Sevin, Round-up)
yes
no
DK
02
08
If yes, what pesticide (he  as precise as possible, includebrand name), what do you use it for, and how often:
Name Use How often?
Interviewer:  In Question 3 ask subjects who
recall more than one pesticide incident to
refer to the most significant one in re¬
sponding to the following questions. If the
subject is a Gorgus resident, and does not
spontaneously recall the herbicide spraying
by Boise-Cascade last summer, jog their
memory and note that this had to be done.
Subjects who recall a pesticide incident
(including those whose memory had to be joeeed)are hereafter referred to as the "exposed";
those who do not, the "unexposed".____________
3.  Can you recall a time when you were exposed to a pesticide athome within the last two years, other than times when you
applied a pesticide yourself or hired an exterminator?
yes
no
DK
R
0^
op
0^
-12-
If a Gorgus resident, recalled Boise-Cascade spraying spontaneously?
yes ____ 01
no____ 02
Interviewer comments:
Interviewer: Ask Questions 3 through 8 if
____________is "exposed".________________
subject
(a) When was the incident? (date: mo/yr)
DK____
R ____
(b) Which pesticide? __________________
DK____
R ____
(c) Where was it used?________________
DK____
R____
(d) Who used it?____________________
DK ____
R
(e) How was the pesticide applied? (fcsr example, groundapplication or aerial spraying? )
ground application
aerial spraying
other
DK
R
(specify)
9B
99
0?
09
08
09
08
09
01
02
08
09
ͣ13-
(f) How far is your home from where the pesticide was used?
______ffcct)
______DK 08
______R 09
(g) How did you learn about it?  (Check any that apply; you canchock rr!ore than one.)
user told me
neighbor told me                               j
I heard about it on TV or read about it in the newspaper
I saw it.                                     !
If so, what did it look like? _______________________
I smelled it.
i
If so, what did it smell like?    ___   ___
I felt it.
If so, what did it feel like? (.oily,  watery?)
I tasted it.
If so, what did it taste like?
(h) If the pesticide was sprayed, were you in the path of theactual spraying (directly sprayed, not in house)?
yes ____ 01
no____ q2
DK ____ 08
R 09
ͣlA-
(i)  Do you think you were exposed?  yes ___ i<(  DK ___ d
"O  ____ Ci.       R  ____  cl
If so and if you were not in the spray path or the pesticide was
applied by means other than spraying, by what route do
you think you were exposed? (check any that apply)
air (breathed it)____
water (drank contaminated water)
food (ate contaminated food)    ____
skin contact (walked through brush)___^
other _____
DK ____
R ____
(j) Were you present (nearby) while the pesticide was being used?
yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ 09
(k) How much time did you spend in your neighborhood
on the day the pesticide was used? (hours) _____________
on the day after?  (hours)________________
on average, over the first week afterwards (excluding weekend)?
(hrs/day)_____
on average, over the first month afterwards? (hrs/day)____'^
on average, during the second month? (hrs/day) ___________
DK ____ 08
R 09
-15-
4. Did you have a vegetable garden?
yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ 09
(a) If yes, did you notice any changes in your garden after |the pesticide was used? (for example, sudden browning ior withering)
01
02
08
09
yes
no
—
changes?
DK
R
If so, what
browning
wilting
other
DK
R
(speci fy)
01
02
03
08
09
(b) Did you eat the vegetables you grew in your garden?
ͣ- ͣͣͣͣ i   ͣyes ____ |01
no    ____ |02
DK   ____ 08
R
If yes, did you eat any vegetables immediately (within a week)after the spraying?
yes ____ 01
no ___ 02
DK ____ 08
R ____ 09
|09
-16-
5. What kind of water do you use?
shallow ground water 01(above bedrock)     ----
deep ground water   ____ 02
spring water 03
municipal water    ____ 04
other __________________(specify)
DK____ 08
R ____ 09
(a) If groundwater, did you drink it after the pesticide was used?
yes ____ 01
02
08
09
01
02
08
D9
no
DK
R
If yes, did it taste different?
yes
no
DK '
R
If yes, how?
If groundwater,
(b) ^do you drink it now?
yes, but less than I used to ____ 02
yes, as much as I used to 63
____ .   . . . ͣ        (j)8
^                                                          ____ 09
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6.  Did you eat any fish from ponds or creeks by your home durinj? the summerafter the pesticide was used?
yes
no
DK
R
If yes, did it taste different than usual?
yes ____
no _____
DK ____
R  ____
7. Did you eat any game from around your home after the pesticidewas used?
yes ____
no ____
DK ____
R
Oil
02
08
09
01
02
0?
09
If yes, did it taste different?
. yes ____
no ____
DK ____
R
01
02
08
09
01
02
08
09
Interviewer:  one person in household should answer Questions 8(a) through (c)
(a) Now Twant you to think back on any pets or farm animals youowned a year ago. Did you have any?
yes
no
DK
01
02
08
R
-li
If yes, please list what kind, age, sex, and how long you(have) owned each one:
Kind of Animal  Age  Sex   this animal?
(years)
How long have you    If you no
had (or did you have)  longer have
this animal:
Date or Date
changed died
hands
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
(b) Have you eaten any milk products, eggs, or meat from any ofthese animals since the incident?
yes
no
01
02
DK
R
08
09
(c) I would like to ask you some questions about the health of each ofyour animals? (See following chart and table.) j
!!ousehold Vo.
Animal No. I Use  Sign Code |
from Question 8(a)
.
Sign Sign Sign Sign Sign 1  Sign Sign
How often? 1 Use Frequency Code |
3 For how lonft?
O
Vet consulted?
0) What did he/she say?
(Vi
1
flter  the pesticide was used, was condition
worse(l), better (2), or no change (3)?
'
How often did condition occur? 1 Use Frequency Code |
/
If worse: How long after exposure did onset of
worsened condition occur? (days)
-
0) How lonR did it persist? (days) .
3
10 Vet consulted?
a
What did he/she say?
u
a
0
Did your animal die?
-
If not, is animal better now?
[no (1), mostly (2), completely (3)]
Did you consume any of this animal's
products?
.
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Interviewer: In Question 9, fill in the following
table for all subjects. In the first part of the
table, ask "unexposed" regarding symptoms last sumnier
and "exposed" regarding symptoms before the pes¬
ticide incident. For the second part of the
table, ask the "unexposed" regarding their current
symptoms and the "exposed" regarding symptoms
following exposure. Inform the "exposed" that
many of the health effects listed are not
thought to be related to pesticide exposure;
they are simply included for the sake of tho¬
roughness. Ask them to be accurate and to re-
frain from exaggeration.________________________.
The following questions seek information about your health,
(see following table and code sheet)
Frequency :ode
A All the time .
B 5 X / day
C X / day
D X / week
£ X / week
r X / month
G X / season
H X / year
I X every few years
J X
K Never
Severity Code
Sign Code (Animals)
A unsteady gait /walks funny
B vomiting
wheezing
skin or hair problems
miscarriages
diarrhea
hyperactivity
sluggishness
itching
change in appetite
change in milk production
change in any food products from
this animal
M other
1 Slight (e.g., mildly irritating)
2 Moderate (e.g., interferes with
usual activities)
3 Severe (e.g., incapacitating)
Symptom Code (People)
1 Headaches
2 Dizziness
3 Fainting
4 Blurred vision
5 Seizures
^ Ringing ears
7 Swollen/puffy eyes
8 Nausea
9 Vomiting
10 Vomiting blood
11 Upset stomach
12 Lack of appetite
13 Fatigue/lack of energy
14 Constipation ("bound up")
15 Bleeding/painful gums
16 Easy bruising
17 Easy cracking of fingernails
18 Burning on breathing
19 Coughing
20 Wheezing
21 Asthma
22 Hay Fever
23 Sinus congestion
24 Runny nose
25 Difficulty breathing
26 Swollen glands
27 Skin rash
28 Skin peeling
29 Hair loss
30 Burning eyes/redness
31 Bloody or dark urine
32 Burning on urination ("passing water"
33 Aching_Joints
34 Arthritis
35 Emphysema
OQ 36 High blood pressure ("high hbod")
o 37 Anemia ("low blood")
4J 38 Chest pain/angina
c
o
39 Diabetes
40 Liver disease
41 Jaundice (yellowing of eyes)
42 Cancer (state type under diagnosis)
If a woman:
43 Irregular menstruation
44 Miscarriages
45 Other
,Synptom
Use Symptom Code |
Symptom         Sy»»toiii Svmotom   i  Symotom Syraptom
How often? j Use Frequency Code |
How had? | Use Severity Code |
' For how long?
Did yoa go to a doctor/clinic?
If yes, what were you told?
Were you given any medications?
If yes, what were they?
Did you take any other medications?
If so. which ones?
If "unexposed", had you ever had this before?
- Did this get worse (1), better (2), or no change (3)7
Freauencv 1 Use Frequency Code |
How bad?
If worse:  Doctor/clinic consulted?
What were you told?
Were you given any medications?
If so, which ones?
Did you take any other medications?
If so, which ones?
«
01
O
J"
How long after exposure did onset of
• worsened condition occur? (days)
How long did it persist? (days)
Did your doctor relate it to the pesticide
Are you better now?
[no (1), mostly (2), completely (3)]
L
Interviewer:  Ask Question 10 if subject Is a Gorgus resident";  ask "unexposed" Gorgus residents re: guests last July.
0. Did you have any family or friends from outside the neighborhood visiting during the time the pesticide was
used or within a month afterwards? (any visit within a week, any visit for more than a day the rest of the
month)
yes DK
Name Visited during time
pesticide was being
applied?
If not, visited     Stayed for how Any signs of     If so. May we    Address
how long long after the health changes?  describe contact
afterwards? (days)  pesticide was changes. him/her?
used? (days)
1.
2.
3.
ͣ
4.
/
5.
6.
7.
' ͣ',
8.
9.
10.
-
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VII.  Attitude Survey
1.  Do you live in the country for any of the following reasons ?
(check any that apply)
grew up here_____ I
ͣ ͣ   .   ' I .
family _____ |
job/like to farm_____
environment       _____
health _____
don't like the city   '
cost of living or
housing is less
other
DK
R
(Specify)
Do you like living here because you:
feel closer to nature   _____
like fresh air _____
don't like pollution    _____
other ____________
(Specify)
DK _____
R
Interviewer:  If subject does not use pesticides
(see Part VI, Q 1 § 2) ask Question 3, with
following statement as lead-in.  If subject
does use pesticides, go straight to Question
4, still using following statement as
lead-in.
Earlier you said you (did/did not) use pesticides around your home.
3. Do you not use pesticides because:
no pest problem
an concerned about possible health effects____
too expensive____
don't care about pests
other _________________
(specify)
DK____
R
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4.  If a pesticide is used according to instructions on the label,
do you think that:
all government approved pesticides are safe for
humans _____ 01
some approved pesticides are safe for humans and
some are not ____ 02
no approved pesticide is safe for humans _____        03
DK _____ 08
R 09
5. Do you think people should be able to do whatever they want
to on their own property regardless of how it affects
their neighbors?
yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ :08
R  ____ 09
6. Do you think people should have a say over what chemicals
they are exposed to at home or on their property?
yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ 09
-Z2-
Interviewer: If subject is an "exposed" Gorgus resident, ask
_____________Questions 7 through 15._______________________
After the pesticide was sprayed: (check any that apply.)
I was not concerned _____
I was worried     _____
I complained to the user _____
I complained to my public officials
I found out what I could about the pesticide _____
I closed my doors 5 windows and stayed inside _____
I got a neighborhood meeting together _____
I left home for a few days because of the spraying_____
I left home for a few weeks _____ 1
I considered moving  ______ j
Do you think the pesticide had a bad effect on your health?
yes ____
no ____
OK ____
R  ____
Have you been worried that the pesticide may cause a bad effect onyour health sometime in the future?
yes____
no ____
OK____
R
10. Were you satisfied with the response of public officials
immediately after the pesticide incident?
yes ____
no____
Dk ____
R
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11. How do you feel toward the person or company responsible
for the incident?  (check any that apply.5
No feelings_______
Everyone has to make a living  _______
Angry ______
-:' • -  ͣ ͣ   I- .
Worried that they will spray again   '
Other______________________
(specify)
DK____
R ____
12. Do you think that there is  still some chemical on your lard?
yes____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ 09
13. Do you think that there is still some chemical in your water?
yes ____ .                 01
no ____ ~ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ 09
14. If the pesticide is applied the same way again: (check any that
apply.)
I wouldn't be at all concerned ________
I would be concerned
I would wait to see if anything else happens before
doing anything   ͣ_______________
(cont'd)
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I would complain to the user
I would complain to my public officials
I would find out what I could about the pesticide
I would close my doors and windows and stay inside
I would get a neighborhood meeting together to
discuss the issue _____________
I would leave home for a few days ________
I would leave home for a few weeks if I could afford to ___
I would consider moving if I could afford to _________
15.  Did you plant a garden this year?
yes ____ 01
no ____ 02
DK ____ 08
R  ____ 09
If no, was the pesticide incident:
the only reason ____ 01
one of several reasons ____ 02
not a reason ____ 03
DK ____ 08
R 09
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Interviewer:  Ask Question 16 through 18 if subject "unexposed" or
I________________does not live in Gorgus._____________________
16. Suppose the following sequence of events happened to you.
The owner of the land next to your home hires
someone to spray his tract with a pesticide. Immediately
after the spraying and for several days afterward, you
and your neighbors can smell the pesticide in your homes.
You hear that some of your neighbors got skin
rashes and coughs. A few days later, you notice that some
of the vegetables in your garden are turning brown,
and some of your farm animals do not seem well.
What would you do? (Check any that apply.)
I wouldn't be at all concerned _________
I would be concerned _______
I would wait to see if anything else happens
before doing anything ______
I would complain to the user ______
I would complain to my public officials ______
I would find out what I could about the
pesticide ______
I would close my doors § windows and stay
inside ______
I would get a neighborhood meeting together to
discuss the issue ______
I would leave home for a few days______
I would leave home for a few weeks if I could
afford it ______
I would consider moving if I could afford it ____
Other_________________________________________
(Specify)
17. How would you feel toward the person or company responsible forthe spraying if you knew that the spraying didn't breakany laws? (Check any that apply.)
No feelings ____
Everybody has to make a living
Angry ______
Worried that they would spray again
Other____________________________
(specify)
-Ze¬
is.   Would you worry that being exposed to a pesticide (as in this story)
would cause bad health effects a year or more later?
yes
no
DK
R
01
02
08
09
Interviewer: Ask Questions 19 through 22 of all
_____________subjects.________________________
19. In a case like this, do you feel that exposing '
nearby residents to a pesticide is unavoidable from time to time?
yes
no
DK
R
01
02
08
09
20. Do you think it is just too bad for the noarhv residents or do youthink they should be compensated (paid for damages)?
too bad for residents
should be compensated
other
01
02
(specify)
DK
R
21.  Do you think aerial spraying is safe for people living nearby?
yes____
sometimes
no ____'
DK ____
R
08
09
01
02
08
09
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22.  Do you think stricter new laws should be passed to keep accidents
like these from happening?
yes
no
OK
R
01
02
08
09
Interviewer:  Ask Question 23 if subject is not a
_______________Gorgus resident.  _________________
23. Have you heard or read about the spraying last summer of an
herbicide on the Boise-Cascade tract next to Gorgus?
yes
no
DK
R
01
02
08
09
